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Mikael Borglund
CEO & MD Beyond International

Inside TV: In April there was quite a surprising move
that Beyond International acquired non-scripted specialist TCB Media Rights from the administrators of
Kew Media Group. In what way does this acquisition
fit within Beyond’s strategy?
“Beyond International has long had a thriving distribution business in Beyond Distribution. The industry has
been evolving quickly over the past few years and, as
we can see by the wide range of mergers and acquisitions across the board, there is a definite benefit to be
had with scale, so the opportunity to add thousands of
hours of programming to our catalogue was appealing.
While Beyond Distribution has scripted and kids’ programming in its catalogue, our core content is unscripted, as is TCB’s – so this acquisition not only allowed us
to quickly add scale to the business but also in an area
in which both companies had proven expertise.”
Inside TV: Were you looking already for some time for
an interesting acquisition or was this just a one-off opportunity?
“We are always open to good opportunities, but they
need to be the rights ones from a business perspective and fit with the Beyond brand. As a similar scale
business, also based in London, with a complementary
catalogue, TCB was a naturally good fit.”

Mikael Borglund
A founding director of Beyond International in
1984, Mikael became managing director of the
Beyond International Limited Group of companies
in 1991 having been responsible for production,
international sales and finance.
During an outstanding career, Mikael has executive
produced a number of Australian award-winning
feature films including Kiss or Kill (1996), and Lantana (2001), as well as hundreds of hours of television for broadcasters around the globe. His credits
include a host of internationally successful shows
including, MythBusters, Stingers, Good Guys/Bad
Guys, Halifax FP, Medivac, Atlas: Australia, South
Side Story, Damage Control and the award- winning
Day Of The Roses.
A highly regarded member of the Australian film
and television industry, Mikael was elected to the
council of the Screen Producers Association of Australia (SPAA) in 1994, and appointed to the Board
of the Australian Film Institute 199 -2005.

Inside TV: What are the further plans for Beyond
Rights, the new merged company of Beyond Distribution and TCB Media Rights, which has now a catalogue
of more than 7500 hours of programmes? Any plans
for other acquisitions of distribution companies?

Inside TV: Beyond Rights will be led by Kate LlewellynJones, who was in the past MD of TCB Media Rights.
Was it important to find someone to lead the merged
company who knew very well the people at TCB Media Rights?

“With any merger there needs to be a period of adjustment and ‘bedding down’ as the newly-combined team
settles into place, the catalogues are brought together,
and everything is streamlined to give clients as smooth
a transition as possible. We are only at the very beginning of this period. The most important thing right
now is to consolidate and promote the Beyond Rights
business in the marketplace and ensure that our business partners – whether content buyers or producers
– can see that we have taken the best attributes from
both businesses to create a dynamic and exciting new
voice in the industry. We never viewed this deal as a
one-off, so will definitely be keeping our eyes open for
other ways to develop and grow our business, including
potential acquisitions.”

“The most important thing from the outset was to find
the right person, with the right experience, energy
and attitude. We had already started the search before Kate was recommended to us, but after an initial
conversation with her (and endorsements from senior players in the industry) it was apparent that she
was exactly the type of person we were looking for.
Her previous experience at TCB and relationship with
the team was more of a happy coincidence.”
Inside TV: How big will be the impact of the merger
for the offices in Sydney, Dublin and London? And
when will the merger finalize?
“The merger should be finalised very shortly, but we
are happy to announce that major changes are being kept to a minimum. We only had to make seven
redundancies, mostly in London-based sales roles,
but almost everywhere else we are combining both
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David Bromstad takes recent lottery winners on over-the-top house hunts for their new dream homes. Whether they win hundreds of thousands or hundreds of millions, lucky lottery winners everywhere are jumping headfirst into the real estate market. Will they spend all their
winnings on an extravagant mansion or settle for a humble sound investment? Find out what happens when average Americans set out to find
their Lottery Dream Homes.

teams to support and service the bigger Beyond Rights
business. Our team will be 25 strong, with five in Australia, one in Dublin and the rest in London.”
Inside TV: Also on the production front Beyond made
an acquisition; expanding its production capacity from
Australia and the US to the UK by taking over Seven
Studios UK, and – at the same time - also acquiring
the remaining shares of 7Beyond, with both companies being rebranded as Beyond Productions. Is the
acquisition of SSUK part of a strategy or was it a oneoff opportunity?
“We already had a joint venture in the US, so acquiring the other half of that business was not a difficult
decision. With bases in Australia and the US, the UK
was the missing link and we had been looking for an investment opportunity for a while but hadn’t found the
right one until Seven Studios UK arose. We now have
production bases in the three major English-language
markets, and this sees us well-placed to create and
develop a range of IP to manage and maximise within
the wider Group.”
Inside TV: Are there more plans for acquisitions worldwide; or to create joint ventures in other territories?
“We are always open to the right opportunities – be
they acquisitions or joint ventures, so again, we’ll be
keeping our eyes open. With strong production bases

now in Australia and the key markets of the US and UK
we would be interested in further British or American
acquisitions. There are no immediate plans to target
other territories.”
Inside TV: And what are the plans for the Australia-,
US- and UK-based production divisions? Will there be
a common creative division to bring together creative
minds? Or will they stay working and producing as
separate entities?
“Beyond Productions is one business, headed up by
John Luscombe, but now with three, wholly-owned
bases; Australia, the US and the UK. Each business
will have the freedom to develop content for its own
local market, but the teams will also work closely together to share ideas and create best practice. For
example, season 11 of ‘My Lottery Dream Home’ is
currently in production by Beyond in the US. An extension of that format, ‘My Lottery Dream Home International’, was developed by the team in Australia and is
being produced by Beyond UK for HGTV in the US. Our
popular and long-running true-crime series, ‘Deadly
Women’ – now in its 14th season - is filmed in the US
with re-creation shooting and post-production taking
place in Australia.
In addition, there are also benefits from potentially
utilising each other’s expertise on the ground. For example, at the moment with travel restricted, having
sister production capabilities in different territories
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could prove very useful. And this doesn’t even need to
be kept within the family – we have facilitated production in Australia for US and other internationally-based
production companies previously and will continue to
do so.”
Inside TV: Is the goal to create also more international usable formats to sell worldwide via Beyond Rights,
and maybe to produce locally?
“Beyond Rights already successfully sells formats
around the world – with shows such as property title
‘Love It or List It’, factual entertainment series ‘Rich
Kids Go Skint’ and social experiment series ‘Go Back
To Where You Came From’ in its formats catalogue.
And, this autumn, we are officially launching the format
of ‘Pooch Perfect’ to the international marketplace.
This brilliant, primetime entertainment format, which
sees pet stylists challenged to give epic makeovers to
family pets - has been a big hit in Australia, where it
has been presented by Rebel Wilson. It’s currently being produced by Beyond Productions UK for BBC One,
where Sheridan Smith will host, and we expect to announce a major deal in another territory soon.
By having a larger and more varied production presence within the Beyond Group we do aim to create
more internationally saleable formats and build up
even further that part of the Beyond Rights business.”
Inside TV: How big was the impact of the Covid-19 virus on all Beyond divisions - especially the production
of programmes and the distribution of programmes?
“As with most television companies, some productions
experienced a hiatus, but Beyond was fortunate in that
the impact was minimal. We managed to expand our
production business during this period, find a new CEO
for Beyond Rights and push ahead with a merger. With
Beyond Rights – and before that Beyond Distribution
and TCB Media Rights – it has been business as usual.
We did not need to furlough staff as we have continuously acquired and sold content throughout this period. We also found that our catalogue of returnable series, especially in the lifestyle space, proved especially
popular with broadcasters looking to satisfy the large
numbers of viewers at home keen to improve either
their renovation or cookery skills.”

Love It Or List It

In addition to multiple attic, garage and basement
conversions, the critically acclaimed, internationally adored property show takes on impending
births, extra rooms for in-laws and bigger and
bolder renovations. David and Hilary face each situation straight on with headstrong determination
to become the victor. When structural realities,
infestations and budgetary constraints threaten
Hilary’s ability to complete every renovation on her
list, or unrealistic demands and a hot, local real
estate market prevent David from finding the perfect combination of house, location and budget,
the hosts and audience alike will be on the edge
of their seats, desperate to hear the homeowner’s
decision: Will they love it? Or will they list it?

Go Back To Where You Came
From

Six Australians agree to challenge their preconceived notions about refugees and asylum seekers by embarking on a confronting refugee journey
themselves for 25 days. Deprived of their wallets,
phones and passports they board a smuggler’s
boat, are rescued mid ocean, experience immigration raids in Malaysia, live in Kenyan refugee
camps and visit slums in Jordan before ultimately
making it to the Congo and Iraq, protected by UN
peacekeepers and the US military. For some of the
Aussies it’s their first time abroad. For all of them,
it’s the journey of a lifetime.
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Kate Llewellyn-Jones
CEO Beyond Rights

Inside TV: What are currently the hottest shows for Beyond Rights internationally?
“Both the completed version with Rebel Wilson and the
format for ‘Pooch Perfect’ are starting to gain traction
in the international marketplace… as we gear up to its
official launch on our autumn slate. The UK version for
BBC One, starring Sheridan Smith has also just finished
shooting, so we also expect great interest from that.
‘Mega Metro’, which traces the enormous engineering
challenges around the greatest public transport infrastructure project in Australia’s history is also attracting a lot of interest. Filmed over five years, involving
40,000 people and delivering a fully automated metro
system with 31 stations and 66km of track, it is a truly epic series. ‘Ice Vikings’ is also proving popular. It
follows the brave men and women of the commercial
ice fishing industry around Lake Winnipeg as they deal
with blizzards and cracking ice while desperately trying
to bring their lucrative catch ashore. With the American
presidential election looming, ‘Trump in Tweets’ is in
demand and we are delighted to see that recent acquisitions ‘Race to Victory’, a WW2 documentary series,
and arts show World’s Greatest Paintings and an adventure series with a twist, ‘Edges Unknown’, are also
on buyers’ wish-lists.”
Inside TV: Do you want to create or acquire more
long-running titles or franchises – such as ‘Love It Or
List It’ (from Big Coat Productions), ‘Border Patrol’ and
‘MythBusters’ – to fuel the Beyond Rights category?
“Whether they are produced by Beyond (MythBusters,
Deadly Women), or by a producer partner, such as Like
a Shot Entertainment (Abandoned Engineering) or
Great Pacific Media Inc (Highway Thru Hell), the desire
to have long-running, returnable series will definitely
remain a priority for Beyond Rights. Such ratings-winning titles readily grow into popular franchises – or programme brands – for their commissioning and acquiring channels and help lock in viewers. For distributors,
these franchises also help us develop enduring relationships with key buyers – and the closer we are to
them and what they need, the more we can feed that
back to the producers for inclusion. With the right idea,
it can be a long-running win-win for everyone.”
Inside TV: What is coming up from the development
pipeline?
“Beyond Rights puts a premium on working closely
with its in-house and external production partners to
help develop, co-produce and pre-sell great content in
the international marketplace and we have an expand-

Kate Llewellyn-Jones
Kate was appointed CEO of Beyond Rights in
July 2020. She started her career in distribution at Capricorn Programmes, before joining
Cineflix Rights as sales manager in 2003.
Here, over a 12-year period, she rose through
the ranks, undertaking the head of sales
role, before being promoted to SVP of sales
and acquisitions management, responsible
for all sales and acquisitions strategy across
the growing business. From 2015-18 she
was managing director of TCB Media Rights,
leading all aspects of the day-to-day business
activity and helping to double the size of team
over an 18-month period. She then spent 18
months as commercial consultant, working
closely with a number of businesses in the television industry, before a call from Mikael Borglund brought her back into distribution with
the newly created position at Beyond Rights.

ed acquisitions team very committed to this process.
Our development pipeline is extremely wide-ranging
but there is particular focus in our areas of strength
– and where we know there is market demand: true
crime, observational documentary, reality, science
and technology and history.”
Inside TV: How open are you to work together with
other creatives or companies on programmes, and in
what genres?
“TV is by its very nature collaborative and we are
always interested in working with great people and
great companies to get the best ideas made and into
the market. We are pro-active in reaching out and
talking to producers who have caught our attention,
but equally, we are very open to interesting approaches about ideas that might need our international market knowledge, development expertise, or funding to
get to the next stage.
It is our stated aim to have a balanced portfolio with
a mix of in-house and third party content. We are best
known for our extensive unscripted catalogue and
that will likely be the case for the foreseeable future,
however, we do have a growing kids’ catalogue, fea-
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Hosted by award-winning Hollywood actress and former fifth generation junior dog handler, Rebel Wilson, ‘Pooch Perfect’ features 10 professional pet stylists (and their assistants) competing in a series of ‘pawsome’ themed challenges revealing epic transfurmations of adored family
pets. In each episode, the teams reveal the latest creations on the ‘Dogwalk’, where a panel of the industry’s top judges deliberate over who
stays and who goes walkies and who finally will win the top prize of $100,000.

turing titles such as ‘MythBusters Junior’, ‘Hey You!
What If…’ and ‘Motown Magic’ and, after the launch
of ‘Halifax Retribution’ at the end of last year, we are
interested in growing our involvement in scripted programming.”
Inside TV: What programmes - from the last six months
– did you find great to watch in you market and/or internationally?
“I’m a big fan of true crime documentary, so have thoroughly enjoyed Netflix’s ‘World’s Most Wanted’, which
focuses on five sought after fugitives – including drug
lords and a terrorist - that have avoided capture despite global investigations and massive rewards. In
scripted, I absolutely loved ‘I May Destroy You’, created, written and directed by - and starring - the incredibly talented Michaela Cole. Authentic, unsettling, and
utterly absorbing, it was a very contemporary drama
about a young woman trying to piece her life back together after an assault.”
Inside TV: What programme(s) would you have loved
to make or sold?
“‘The Repair Shop’ is a terrific show. It has broad appeal and the format is readily transferable, which
makes it easy to schedule. There’s something very
soothing and engaging about watching the restoration
experts bring people’s cherished items back to life and
the social and personal histories around the artefacts
can be fascinating. I also approve of its subtle ‘make
do and mend’ message when there is so much waste
in the world.”

Trump in Tweets

Trump in Tweets is a documentary which examines
Donald Trump’s love affair with social media. Using his tweets, it will tell how the current President
of America came of age on Twitter, from a technophobe to a serial tweeter, as well as documenting
the impact of his social media across the world
Using first-hand testimony from people in his inner
circle, interviews with experts and journalists, as
well as hearing from his avid twitter followers, this
documentary will tell the story of how Trump weaponised Twitter and used it as a political tool to
shape his policies, conduct diplomacy and wage
war on the establishment.

Race to Victory

Commemorating the 75th anniversary of VE day
on 8th May 2020, this documentary series recalls
one of the most thrilling races in history. It was not
only the race to win a war, but a race to gain territory and power between countries that were supposed to be allies. The leaders of Britain, the US
and the Soviet Union - Winston Churchill, Franklin
D Roosevelt and Joseph Stalin - were many miles
apart geographically, and ideologically. But by
1941, these three men were supporting each other in the war against Nazi Germany and its fascist
dictator, Adolf Hitler. It was an uneasy alliance and
one fraught with power-struggles, false promises
and deadly suspicions.
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Tim Crescenti
Founder and president of
Small World International

Joe Lewis Company (JLC), a full-service live-events and
entertainment company, and format distributor Small
World IFT unveiled end July they entered into a strategic partnership. Under the deal, Small World will spearhead JLC’s diversification into TV entertainment and
its expansion into the booming MENA media market.
Small World, which will rebrand as Small World International, will continue to operate as an independent
format sourcing and distribution company, while establishing itself as JLC’s entertainment hub and managing the growth that will flow from the new production
stream. The partnership follows the announcement in
late June that Small World has entered into a first-look
agreement with MGM Television, which has been ramping up its Global Formats division in recent months.
Inside TV: What is the USP of JLC and SWI?
Joe Lewis: “JLC boasts over two decades of experience
in producing high-profile events in Hollywood and beyond. We offer a range of in-house production facilities
and resources that allow us to deliver turnkey live-event
and experiential solutions. We also have access to cutting-edge hologram technology, PORTL, which allows
us to amplify brands in the TV and live-event space.”
Tim Crescenti: “Small World provides a boutique experience for all our partners. We invest the time and
care that may not be available in larger outfits to dig
for formats in untapped markets. We like to say that we
nurture our formats like our children.”
Inside TV: What was the intention to work together and
form this strategic partnership?
Joe Lewis: “We founded JLC on our passion for entertainment and creating moments that bring people together. While our expertise has allowed us to execute
on this through live broadcast events over the last two
decades, we also see a great opportunity to do so
through television. We have seen first-hand how the
worlds of TV entertainment and live events are converging as brands and networks look for new ways to
connect with their key demographics. With this strategic partnership, we can leverage the expertise of Tim
and Small World to provide a new turnkey solution to
our clients as they entertain their audiences and amplify their brands. Combining the networks and connections of both our companies exponentially increases the number of opportunities for each of us — as well
as our clients.”

Joe Lewis
Founder of Joe Lewis
Company

Joe Lewis Company (JLC)
Founded by Joe Lewis nearly two decades ago,
JLC is a full-service live-events and entertainment
company specialising in live television, experiential,
content and event production, fundraising, brand
marketing, international TV production and hologram technology. Over the last 20 years, its multidiscipline team has produced thousands of events
for clients ranging from the major US studios and
TV networks to the Academy Awards, Disney, the
Grammys, Netflix, NFL and the Special Olympic
JLC is headquartered in Los Angeles, with satellite
offices in New York and Nashville. It has expanded
rapidly in the last year, both geographically and
strategically. In late 2019, it opened a hub office in
Abu Dhabi, UAE to serve the event and content-production needs of the booming MENA region. This
was followed in spring 2020 by the launch of JLC
Hologram, which leverages the company’s expertise in holographic technology.
Small World International (SWI)
Small World was founded in 2005 by Tim and
Colleen Crescenti to find the world’s best television
formats, and distribute them to the international
marketplace. Over the last 15 years, the company
has built up a reputation for opening up previously untapped format territories, such as Thailand,
Romania, Finland and South Korea.
To date, Small World has placed seven formats on
the US networks and 65-plus titles in the rest of the
world. Recent hits include the Content Innovation
Award-nominated Better Late Than Never (Grandpas Over Flowers), which ran for two seasons on
NBC has now been sold into more than 18 territories, and Big In Japan (aka I Survived a Japanese
Game Show), which has been produced in seven
countries. Other successful Small World format
finds include Got What It Takes?, which has been
on air for five years on CBBC in the UK, Miss Country Girl and Win Your Country!
A respected formats veteran, Tim Crescenti has
produced more than 190 shows in 75-plus countries over his 30-year career. Prior to setting up
Small World, Crescenti worked for Sony Pictures
Television International, during which time he
launched the mega-format franchise Dragons’ Den
(Shark Tank) from Nippon TV.
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Inside TV: In what way will the diversification of JLC
into TV entertainment happen?
Joe Lewis: “We are leveraging the relationships we’ve
built in Hollywood over the last 20 years along with the
expertise of Tim and the Small World team to develop
and amplify great ideas and share them with the world.
We are also actively exploring opportunities at the intersection of live events and television content.”
Inside TV: You said in the statement end July: “Formats
will always be at the heart of Small World, but it feels
the right time to expand into other areas of entertainment.” What areas of entertainment do you mean?
Tim Crescenti: “By combining our relationships and
skills in television, live experiences and holograms, we
believe we can create and deliver new content and experiences to our partners. The possibilities are endless
— from leveraging JLC’s expertise in the physical production of shows to using holograms to create content
ideas that connect people across the world in fun and
important ways. It’s going to be an exciting ride.”
Inside TV: Is this diversification also set for the American market, producing TV shows for the domestic market? In what way JLC Hologram can bring innovation
to the TV world?
Joe Lewis: “Yes. Our team has the experience and
connections and resources to be a great production
partner for the American market, and we are actively
exploring opportunities to support in this capacity. JLC
Hologram presents a unique opportunity for us to leverage cutting-edge technology and our relationship with
PORTL™ Hologram to provide innovative and practical
solutions for TV broadcast. PORTL™ CEO David Nussabaum and our colleague Gary Shoefield, who heads up
JLC Hologram, are two of the foremost experts in the
technology and we all work together very closely as a
company. There is a lot more coming from this space.
We’re excited about the possibilities.”

Inside TV: Are there already projects coming up?
Joe Lewis “We are actively working on a few exciting
projects that cannot be disclosed at this time. More
to come!”
Inside TV: JLC will also enter the ‘booming MENA media market’. In what way is it booming and gives it an
opportunity for JLC/SWI?
Joe Lewis: “Several nations in the region are actively
opening up and expanding their entertainment and
media sectors. These industries, while nascent, provide unprecedented opportunities in terms not only
of capital investments and government support, but
also of a captive audience eager for engaging content.
Our strategic position as a company born and raised
in the entertainment capital of the world allows us to
deliver our Hollywood sensibilities, expertise and relationships to the region. With an office and a worldclass team based in the GCC, we are well positioned
to support the needs of clients locally.”
Inside TV: Are there already deals made in the region?
Joe Lewis: “We are in talks on a few very promising
projects to bring globally successful titles to the region.
Again, watch this space!”
Inside TV: Has Covid-19 had an impact on the scouting for new formats, as travelling is quite difficult nowadays?
Tim Crescenti: “Covid-19 has completely changed
how the entire business operates and communicates.
Everything, from development to post-production, has
moved into people’s homes. We enjoy the challenge.
Our business is a global community of friends, so it’s
been inspiring to see the determination and creative
spirit of people and companies around the world, as
they find ways to innovate and overcome this crisis.
Our team is working virtually but, thanks to our global
network of friends and colleagues, we stay safe, sane,
busy — and, most importantly, connected.”
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Inside TV: What regions or countries are the next to
follow closely?

to expect. The streamers are finding their footing in
unscripted and we are excited to see that develop.”

Tim Crescenti: “We are seeing a lot of interesting ideas coming out of Australia — and the Central and Eastern Europe regions as are also buzzing.”

Inside TV: What shows are the biggest hits from your
catalogue?

Inside TV: In the early days SWI also worked with paper formats. Is there still room for such formats to roll
out internationally?

Tim Crescenti: “Got What It Takes (picture left) just
wrapped production in the UK for the sixth season.
And Win Your Country (picture right) in Romania is still
dominating ratings after seven seasons.”

Tim Crescenti: “We are actually developing a shinyfloor game show with film and TV star Martin Lawrence
attached as executive producer. That show began as a
paper format.”
Inside TV: What are you looking for when you’re scouting for formats; so they can travel worldwide? What
are the most important characteristics?
Tim Crescenti: “It has to be an entertaining show that
we believe in and can get behind for the long run. It’s
crucial to know your clients and connect them with the
right kind of format — which is easier said than done,
because there are many factors that come into play:
relationships, track record, timing, luck… A show like
Shark Tank [Dragons’ Den] is now a brand juggernaut,
but its success didn’t happen overnight. It took time for
it to dominate the ratings landscape.”
Inside TV: Is there a big difference between pitching to
broadcasters and streaming services such as Amazon
and Netflix?
Tim Crescenti: “You have access to a larger audience
pool when you sell a show to the streamers and, unlike
with traditional broadcasters, you also have the fun
and freedom of experimenting with release windows,
runtime and finding ways to engage with audiences in
unique and immediate ways. With the streaming services, the metrics of success and the priorities are different. They are more open to niche concepts. Local
markets are still very important to the streamers and
a key part of their strategy is to integrate and succeed
with local programming. But like the networks, they are
also looking to keep their subscribers and hold their audience’s attention by delivering what they have come

Got What It Takes? is a musical reality talent
show celebrating the extraordinary talents of
teenage musicians and the dramatic reality of the
mothers behind these young stars. The series
features mothers and their talented teenagers
as they undertake challenges in a musical bootcamp, learning about a different part of the music
industry in each episode. The twist? There can
only be one winner…and it’s the mother’s who
decide. Originally produced by Media Factory for
Prima TV, this is the first Romanian format to be
commissioned in the UK. Throughout the series the
teenagers are taught how to perform songs by A-list
celebrities such as Adele, Justin Bieber, Imagine
Dragons, Sia and Jessie J.
Win Your Country is a studio-based quiz show
where contestants win big if they can prove they
really know their country. Based on the original
hit format, Win Romania!, now on it’s 7th season it
tripled the channel share in its prime-time debut on
TVR. Each contestant starts with a chosen territory
(state, province, city) and must “conquer” neighbouring regions by answering a series of questions
about that specific territory. Only then will they be
able to make it to the next level where a cat-andmouse game ensues and the remaining opponents
try to reach each other’s territory first, leaving just
one to battle for the prize money in the final round.
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Jean Philip De Tender
Media Director EBU

Inside TV: Can you give a description and history of
the EBU?
“ABBA, the Animals of Farthing Wood, News, Sport,
Music, Drama, Digital Radio and Television, Internet
Streaming, the Beatles…these may not have much in
common at first glance but they’re all part of the European Broadcasting Union’s (EBU) long history. The
EBU was constituted in 1950 and now celebrates its
70th anniversary in 2020. The movement was born
out of an earlier one – that of the International Broadcasting Union that was driven by the vision of John Reith, the first Managing Director of the BBC in the UK.
He had a simple and lasting ethos for the purpose of
public service media (PSM) that is as relevant now as
it was then – to ‘educate, inform, and entertain’. Down
the years, hundreds of programme makers, engineers,
and scores of specialized communities of both Members and staff, have worked to help make PSM what it
is today - and what it will be in the future.
Now, the EBU is the world’s foremost alliance of PSM.
Our mission is to make PSM indispensable. We represent 115 media organizations in 56 countries in
Europe, the Middle East and Africa; and have an additional 34 Associates in Asia, Africa, Australasia and
the Americas. Our Members operate nearly 2,000
television and radio channels alongside numerous online platforms. Together, they reach audiences of more
than one billion people around the world, broadcasting
in almost 160 languages. We strive to secure a sustainable future for public service media, provide our
Members with world-class content from news to sports
and music, and build on our founding ethos of solidarity and co-operation to create a centre for learning and
sharing.”
Inside TV: What are the most important services of the
EBU for TV?
“The EBU’s ambition is to secure good access conditions to world-class content for its members. That’s
the best way to build the case for public service media
– ensure our members are delivering the best possible programmes to their audiences. This can be addressed in a number of ways but currently our focus is
on fostering coproduction (to create ambitious, impactful programming) and giving our members frameworks
to exchange content. The EBU is not a programmes distributor, but in special – strategically important - cases we can assist our members with collective acquisitions, rights pooling and so on. But probably the most
important service, as in all the areas we are active in,
is the networking offer; by creating communities of
EBU members working in similar programming areas,

Bio Jean Philip De Tender
Since 2015, Jean Philip has been Media Director
overseeing strategy, management, networks and
content-related representation.
For more than 25 years Jean Philip De Tender
worked for VRT, the Flemish public broadcaster in
Belgium. He started his career as a journalist working on various television and radio programmes.
Later on, as television programme manager, he became responsible for a wide range of programmes
covering all genres, from fiction to entertainment,
current affairs and reality.
From 2007 to 2013, he was the channel manager
of Eén, the biggest television channel in Flanders.
During his tenure, Eén grew to achieve enormous
success, cornering a share of more than 33% and
plotting a clear course for public broadcasting. During his last two years at VRT, he was in charge of all
television channels (Eén, Canvas and Ketnet).
Jean Philip De Tender loves writing and sharing his
ideas. Social media has become second nature
to him. In 2010, he published his first book, Alles
is een verhaal (Everything is a story). An inspiring
personality, he often lectures internationally, both
inside and outside the media world.
He loves reading books and is inspired by
everything that crosses his path. His motto in life
is to “create order in the chaos and chaos in the
order”.

we allow ideas and creativity to disseminate within
them. The most visible part is for sure the Eurovision
Song Contest, which unfortunately we had to cancel
this year because of the pandemic. But we will be
back next year from Rotterdam. Also worth mentioning is our Eurovision News Exchange, which supports
members with global news content.”
Inside TV: What was the impact of the Covid-19 virus
on the EBU as organization? And the roll out of its
services?
“Our main offices are in Geneva. End of February we
had a staff member coming back from Milan being infected with Covid19. One of the first cases in Switzerland. We immediately went into lockdown and started
working from home, except for some key operational
services that needed presence on site. That meant we
were ahead of the curve. Whilst the virus was steadily
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spreading across Europe, we were ready to guide our
members during the crisis. National public media have
been a key cornerstone supporting authorities managing the crisis : informing the public, creating awareness
around the social distancing measures, be an educational platform, make the audiences bond with one
another – remember the balcony applauding or Eurovision Shine a Light, …. During the crisis our newsroom
exchanged hundreds of items about the topic. Many
of our members had to go into lockdown, yet stepping
up services. Our teams helped to exchange scenarios
and knowledge via plenty of virtual roundtables and
reports. Because of productions being on hold some
ran out of content, so we also arranged an exchange
of content.”
Inside TV: Did the EBU adapt quickly to the current crisis? And will some changes stay afterwards?
“I have a passion for stories and a love for storytellers.
Public service media have a tradition of producing, collecting, curating and sharing stories. It is a craft and
we excel at it. Bluntly stated, we thrive in times of calamities. I have seen a creativity boost in the last few
months. Stories told in the moment and produced from
the bubble. Working from home, cloud production, a
stronger audience engagement and participation, ….
all of this is here to stay. The crisis is still not stabilized
and it will take some more time before we come to
sustainable solutions. Will education become a fundamental part of our remit ? What about the arts, which
are severely hit by this pandemic ? I fear that it might
be decimated and thus become less diverse. In the
past it was about bringing the arts to the audiences,
now we are looking at new ways of bringing the audiences to the arts. If opera houses, concert halls, dance
and musical theaters, musea, …. are closed or have
limited access, how can media build new bridges ?”
Inside TV: How do you see the TV market develop
the coming years, especially for public broadcasters
which see working budgets decrease?
“The future is always hard to read, but never more so
than today. In recent years we’ve seen a strong tendency towards diversification of platforms and providers.
It’s probably time for some consolidation now in this
area. Commercial streaming platforms are certainly
here to stay but I think audiences will need to have the
respective roles of commercial and public-service media providers clarified. Our role in this is to ensure that
our members bring programming which truly makes
the case for public-service broadcasting; content
which reflects the values and diversity of their audienc-

es, and which fulfil the basic public service mandate
of providing high-quality information and ideas in ways
which enrich, inspire and improve society.”
Inside TV: In what way should the EBU develop to help
broadcasters coping with phenomena such as ‘fake
news’, but also to let the ‘public task’ survive in the
world of (international) VOD and streaming services ?
“We fear the big platforms and often underestimate
our own strength. Our Members reach one billion
people. Together we invest billions of euros in local
content, that often sets new standards. We are the
voice of public service media and ensure that local
stories are locally produced by one of the best creative industries in the world. Europeans, including its
governments should be proud of what we realize. EBU
is the megaphone of this voice through our lobbying
in Brussels or through showcasing best practice. We
need to lead by example. And whilst we create remarkable content we need to ensure that all audiences
have access to it.”
Inside TV: Should the EBU open up to a broader range
of members?
“We’re open to new public service media members
that reflect our values and comply with the basic
requirements to join the EBU as a full member. It’s
worth saying that the EBU is a truly global organization as public service media companies beyond the
European broadcasting area can join as Associates,
which is already the case for NHK Japan, CBC Canada,
ABC Australia and many others. We also operate in
a very broad ecosystem that includes manufacturers,
equipment suppliers, content producers, news agencies and more - and we have driven significant industry alliances such as in Digital Video Broadcasting, the
European Digital Radio Alliance,… More recently, the
5G Media Action Group, that we created last year is a
new industry association that gives a voice to the 5G
debate.”
Inside TV: As the BBC wants to be more independent
from the UK government, new Director-General Tim
Davie wants to become as public broadcaster more
‘commercially-focused’, by building out its commercial business. Could that also be a way for other public broadcasters to follow? Maybe also as an international collaboration? Or could this also be a new
assignment for the EBU?
“Most public broadcasters are financed via a license
fee or taxes, sometimes in combination with addition-
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al revenues from advertising. This is a good model if it
is applied in the framework of a charter that guarantees independence. Budgets today are under a huge
pressure and many seek indeed additional revenues
from selling formats and content. There is also more
investment in coproductions and EBU is often the
matchmaker. I am looking forward to “Leonardo” andinitiative from France Télévisions and some other EBU
members. The BBC’s commercial model is exceptional
: their content is in English and has traditionally been
globally sold. “
Inside TV: Should (public) broadcasters co-operate
more together, locally and/or internationally, to stay
relevant for viewers, especially with the roll out of numerous international streaming services, which also
bring more and more local content?
“The EBU’s raison d’être is precisely this; to strengthen
public-broadcasting per se through collaboration. And
indeed, we are focusing currently on content co-creation within the public-service ecosystem as a specific
priority, in response to the diversification of the production sector. New players in the drama market continue
to create great opportunities as potential collaborators
for public-service broadcasters, but we have observed
that these do come at a cost. Co-production within the
EBU network is indeed a way for our members to create more ambitious programmes by scaling resources,
while retaining control of the IP. This allows them to be
play a more active role in today’s creative sector.”
Inside TV: With the Eurovision Song Contest’s 65 edition coming up in 2021; and with the format now also
moving to the US for a statewide competition; should
the EBU devise and roll out more of such formats/
events worldwide?
“The EBU Creative
Forum is an annual
event showcasing
the most innovative European PSM
factual and entertainment formats
produced recently.
The event moved
online last month. It made me realize that instead of
an annual event we need to turn it into a permanent
network with the aim to make these programmes travel. This is exactly what is happening with the Eurovision Song Contest. We see a growing interest outside
of our core European-Australian market. The ESC celebrates talent and embraces our values of diversity and

inclusion. Each year we see new technology being
used first in this event. The USA is a polarized society. Imagine what the song contest could do there.
Ben Silverman and Propagate have signed of as the
production partner. We are now in discussion with the
networks.”
Inside TV: What will be the biggest challenge for the
EBU the coming 5 years?
“The market is changing fast and our members need
to adapt accordingly. Creativity is not an issue. We produce rich and diverse content. But we need to rethink
our distribution models. Every generation has its preferred platforms and they want their media to be easily accessible. Using the best mix of platforms to have
a reach as broad as possible, yet getting attribution
for your brand is a difficult call. As an international organization we have a good view on what is happening
on a local, European and global level. There is a lot
of strategic acumen we can tap into. Therefor I have
invested more resources into digital transformation,
FAANGS talks, reaching younger audiences, diversity
and inclusion, … Whatever new challenges surface, I
want to respond immediately.”
Inside TV: What programmes - from the last six
months – did you find great to watch? And why?
“I was flabbergasted by “Normal People” (picture
left), produced by BBC Three and Hulu. A screen adaptation of Sally Rooney’s book with the same title. I
am a real fan of dark drama that mirrors the hidden
side of human nature. At work I have a lot of Irish colleague and they say that the series is very close to
the book. The two main actors, Paul Mescal and Daisy
Edgar-Jones, are so talented and I can’t wait to see
more of them. Was also happy to see the release of
a new series of “Rita” (picture middle) produced by
TV2 Denmark. I love that character. Values play an
important role in both my private and professional life
and I learn so much from this rather unconventional
teacher and the way she deals with everyday problems. Finally the documentary “The Social Dilemma”
(picture right) on Netflix was quite revealing. No doubt
the platforms have brought a lot of good but at what
price. We are now that far down the road and I wonder
if we ever will be able to fix it. For that matter, we need
Public Service Media more than ever.”
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Matt Hornburg
Co-CEO marblemedia

Inside TV: What position has your company within the
local market(s)? For what platform/broadcasters do
you produce?
“Marblemedia was founded 19 years ago by myself
and Mark Bishop. In that time, we have grown the business to become one of the leading and most respected
independent production companies in Canada. When
we started, our focus was predominantly on kids and
family content but, with a healthy slate of unscripted
shows and a growing scripted department, we are now
well-known for developing, producing – and distributing – a broad range of entertaining unscripted and
scripted content for audiences of all ages and across a
wide range of media platforms.
We have excellent relationships with all the traditional
Canadian broadcasters and have been commissioned
by many of them over the years, including CBC, YTV,
YesTV, TVO and Knowledge Network. We have also produced programmes – such as ‘Canadian Landscape
Artist of the Year’, jointly for CBC and Blue Ant Media’s
local channel, Makeful. I am delighted to report that we
are growing our reputation internationally and have, for
example, recently produced two series – ‘Blown Away’
and ‘Restaurants on the Edge’ - for Netflix’s global feed
(excluding Canada).
In the kids’ space, we have produced shows such as
‘Splatalot’ for some of the leading international kids’
broadcasters including Nickelodeon in the US, CBBC in
the UK and ABC in Australia. We’ve also produced ‘AllRound Champion’ based on an International Emmy®
Kids winning format for broadcasters BYUtv, TVO and
Knowledge Network.”
Inside TV: What is your expertise and strength in the
TV business?
“Our strengths are built from our strategy of thinking globally and tapping into opportunities afforded
by our strong reputation and relationships with talent and partners around the world. We have rapidly
built our unscripted division in recent years and now
have a growing international reputation, especially for
creating authentic competitive reality series – such
as ‘Blown Away’ and the recently announced ‘Race
Against The Tide’, and gorgeous-looking, informative
lifestyle shows such as ‘Restaurants on the Edge’.
For many years we focused on producing great kids
and family content. We quickly built our reputation
and have won numerous domestic and international
awards, initially for our early shows such as ‘This is
Daniel Cook’, and more recently for newer titles ‘Splatalot’, which is sold in over 100 territories, and ‘Hi Opie’.
Unlike most producers of our size, we also decided

Matt Hornburg

Matt Hornburg is co-founder, co-CEO and
executive producer at marblemedia. Together with business partner Mark Bishop, Matt
has built marblemedia into one of Canada’s
leading independent production, distribution
and digital media companies. Always ahead of
trends, Matt oversees business strategy and is
at the helm of the unscripted division for the
company, where he has built a diverse slate of
TV and digital content for audiences of all ages
and screens, including successful international titles such as Blown Away.
Over the past 19 years, Matt and Mark have
been honoured with countless awards and
industry accolades; chosen by Playback for
an Outstanding Achievement Award, named
Top Next Gen Producers by The Hollywood
Reporter, recipients of Lionsgate Innovative
Producer’s Award, in addition to receiving
many programme-specific accolades including Canadian Screen Awards and Interactive
Emmy Awards.

to launch our own distribution company and established Distribution360 in 2010 – to make us a more
end-to-end content business. Initially, this was to help
drive our own productions into the international marketplace while retaining IP, but it also enabled us to
grow our footprint by also acquiring the rights to programmes in genres that we were not producing ourselves.
Our expertise and global thinking are evolving all the
time too. D360 also oversees our own successful YouTube channel, marbleKids, and this has allowed us to
branch out successfully into the D2C marketplace.”
Inside TV: What are your biggest successes from the
past recent years?
“Without a doubt, the single biggest success in recent years has been ‘Blown Away’. This competitive
glass-blowing series launched on Netflix last summer
and became an overnight sensation. It was an original idea of ours; we created every element of the
show from scratch and loved working on it – and of
course, we thought it was something a little different.
But even we were surprised by how quickly it took off
and the amazing press reviews and viewer numbers
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In ground-breaking competition series ‘Blown Away’, created and produced by marblemedia, exceptional glassblowers from around the world
are invited into the largest hot shop in North America to push themselves to creative extremes hoping to be named Best in Blow. In each
episode the glassblowers tackle a new challenge and look to impress a panel of experts or risk being eliminated. At stake is a big cash prize and
a life-changing career offer. Blown Away is an authentic, fast-paced competition series packed with fascinating characters and incredible skill.
Will the contestants blow the judges away - or leave with shattered dreams?

it received around the world. We are now really excited
that Distribution360 is taking it out to linear broadcasters worldwide.
‘Blown Away’s’ fans around the world will be excited to
know there is more coming from this franchise. This
series has opened new doors for marblemedia as we
grow our unscripted slate and look to create more of
this type of skills-based competition series.”
Inside TV: How big was the impact of the Covid-19 virus on the production of your programmes?
“We were lucky enough to have just completed two
major productions before the lockdown came - including season two of our sporting competition show ‘AllRound Champion’ - and after a few adaptations in the
way we work, these series were edited and managed in
post by the team working from home. Along with most
other producers, it has had a knock-on effect on getting some shows into production, but we have recently – and quite literally – just got back into the water
with our new competitive reality show ‘Race Against
The Tide’. A sand sculpting series for CBC, we started
filming in New Brunswick in August and were amongst
the first location shows to start production in Canada
following the lifting of lockdown restrictions. We spent
a great deal of effort working on our own health and
safety protocols for this series and, at the same time,
we were very respectful of the people in the Bay of Fun-

dy area and their need to be safeguarded and reassured by our presence during this filming period.”
Inside TV: On what programmes did it have an impact?
“We are due to go into production on a scripted series,
but it’s a big show, destined for an international audience, so we may need to re-imagine some elements
of the series for the new limitations we now have. For
instance, limits on international travel will have an impact, and we need to implement social distancing on
set so it may change the look and feel of the show.
However, it still has a great script, so I think that will
help see us through.
We have an unscripted series with the same issues
and, of course, with everyone looking to get back into
production, there are broader issues regarding availability of studios, locations, crew and talent.”
Inside TV: In what way did Covid-19 bring opportunities, on the production and creative process?
“Perhaps the biggest opportunity for producers during
this period was the gift of time. As we couldn’t go into
production, or the office, we all had more hours in the
day for thinking and developing new ideas and as a
result, we have a large and robust slate that is now at-
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tracting a great deal of interest across unscripted and
scripted titles.
Increasing collaboration is also something that has
come out of this period. There is enhanced collaboration, sharing skills, information and resources, across
the industry in Canada, but there are also new levels
of collaboration within our own business. Collaboration
has also changed the pitch process. No longer able to
jump on a plane to pitch an idea and develop a faceto-face relationship, we’ve all had to pivot and find
new ways to excite and engage broadcasters online
and make our programmes stand out. Our teams have
worked together to prove more creative than I could
ever have wished for and our contacts have been most
receptive, with new opportunities created as a result.
We have also upped our collaboration with our distribution business, Distribution360, and used the skills
and market knowledge of Diane Rankin and the team
to work even more closely on the development of key
projects – taking them out earlier to international partners for financing. Having distribution team members
in London has got conversations with commissioning
execs and buyers who invest early, going on some new
originals as we’ve been able to get screen time with
them. This has proved very successful over the summer period, and we are now close to greenlighting a
couple of new projects with UK partners.”
Inside TV: What did you learn from this crisis and how
will that affect your business?
“We’ve learned this is a moment in the industry for
change and re-imagining but – without sounding arrogant – we’ve also had our recent thinking and strategy endorsed for the future. Our long-standing focus
on co-viewing and optimistic programming has proved
to be in demand, and authentic content showcasing
amazing places (Restaurants on the Edge) or innate
skill (Blown Away) will definitely be in demand and have
a place going forward.
However, while our broad strategy may be intact, there
are many other changes in the business. We’ll see many
differences in our office space for starters. We’ve been
busy renovating to ensure a safe environment; making everything as automatic as possible and spacing
out desks. While we’ve been able to work successfully
from home – and the way we operate, communicate
and share has changed for the better - the energy you
get from being in person doesn’t really compare, so we
will need to work at marrying these two factors when
we return. We’re also finding our external relationships
are stronger. We’re working with broadcasters every
day and building deeper connections because we’re
not waiting on booking meetings. There is a shared
sense of community and we’re seeing the industry get
stronger as we stand together.”
Inside TV: What impact will Covid-19 have on your local market and globally?
“When lockdown came, the pipeline of new content
slowed up locally and, as we are far from back to normal yet, the throughput of new programming will take
some time to return to pre-Covid rates. So, in the shortterm, there will be demand for new content that can

Restaurants on the Edge

Each hour-long episode invites viewers into a new
restaurant located in a stunning location—on the
edge of an ocean, a mountain, or desert. But
despite their outstanding views, these eateries are
struggling to create an experience that lives up to
their incredible surroundings. A team of experts
lead the way in restaurant transformations that
span 10 countries across the 13 episodes: chef
Dennis Prescott, designer Karin Bohn and restaurateur Nick Liberato. By tapping into the soul of
the restaurant’s surroundings and its community,
and by incorporating local tastes, flavours and
textures, each expert embarks on a journey to
transform not just the restaurant, but the owners’
outlook as well.

Race Against The Tide

The half-hour competition series features 10
teams of two world class, highly-skilled sand
sculptors competing to create extraordinary works
of art made entirely out of sand while avoiding
elimination. Not only are these best-in-show duos
competing against each other, they are competing
against Mother Nature’s unstoppable ticking clock
and the world’s highest tide at New Brunswick’s
iconic and beautiful Bay of Fundy. The stakes have
never been higher in the world of sand sculpting
as the competitors’ creations – no matter how impressive – are all destined to be washed away the
same day by the tide. In the end, only one team
whose skill, creativity and tenacity leaves a lasting
impression will be crowned the ‘Race Against the
Tide’ Champions.
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be produced safely and delivered quickly – and indeed
cheaply while advertising budgets remain low. This
should be good news for producers of unscripted content – especially ones that can stay out of the studio or
don’t need to travel far to film. From a subject matter
point of view, I think the Covid period has thrown up
demand for content that explores and celebrates diversity, authenticity, escapism and health and well-being.
These points not only relate to Canada but seem to be
fairly universal at this moment.
Lockdown obviously saw subscriber numbers rocket
for many of the existing and newer SVOD platforms so
they, unaffected by advertising budgets, have money
to spend – and need to keep refreshing their content
to keep subscribers happy. This could mean a lot of
short-term opportunities for creating content for these
platforms, capitalising on viewing trends coming out
of Covid. However, if we do enter a global depression,
subscribers may start to fall off, and some of the smaller, newer or more niche streamers may not survive.”

for such formats?

Inside TV: What is coming up from the development
pipeline for the future?

“Like all TV producers, getting content made and on
screen is what gets us out of bed in the morning. So,
to that end, we are always open to working with different people to make great TV. We already draw on
incredible writers, directors and producers to realise
our vision for productions and we are collaborating
with an award-winning designer for our new co-viewing
comedy as well as co-producing it with another company. Co-productions are very common in scripted, so we
certainly anticipate doing more with other companies
as this part of our business grows.
With all the current travel restrictions still in place, we
are also open to co-producing with other companies
who need on-the-ground support in Canada but can’t
easily get here. And likewise, if we needed an international shoot for a production, we’d have no hesitation in finding a like-minded production business with
which we could work.”

“We have a very healthy development slate and after
the success of ‘Blown Away’ and ‘Race Against The
Tide’, you probably won’t be surprised to hear that we
have some other competitive reality shows in development. As with the others, there is a focus on authenticity, skill, and bringing something a little different to
the screen.
Through Distribution360, we know what is in demand
in the international market at the moment. That is driving the development of new series in the science and
history space in particular: branching into more varied
unscripted genres is part of our growth strategy.”
Inside TV: Are there genres where you want to broaden up? Like more big or light entertainment? Or more
Scripted shows?
“Scripted is a major focus area for the business at the
moment and as with unscripted, we have a wide-ranging slate of titles in development. A number are firmly
targeted at a family, or co-viewing, audience – such
as a soon-to-be-announced comedy. Others are very
much primetime adult drama or adult comedy. We
are immensely proud of this slate – variously drawn
from books, original ideas and true stories - and we
are working with some incredible talent on developing
these titles. Some are very contemporary stories; ‘The
Other Boy’, for example, is about a transgender youth
on the cusp of puberty. We also have a gripping true
-crime series about to be announced – and there’s
even a post-apocalyptic zombie title. While this slate
may be extremely varied, all the titles are underpinned
by a core optimism. This is a value that has long been
important to marblemedia and will ensure that any
show we develop and produce fits squarely under our
brand.”

“We are always looking for great ideas to bring to the
screen. We love it when they are our own, or come directly to us, but we also welcome the opportunity to
localise a high-profile international brand for Canadian audiences. For ‘Canadian Landscape Artist of the
Year’, Blue Ant Media actually acquired the local rights
from Banijay Rights and then asked us to partner with
them to produce. ‘All-Round Champion’, our very successful sporting challenge show for young people, is
based on an award-winning NRK (Norway) format that
we went out and acquired for Canada and the US from
rights-holder Beta Film. Its second series is just about
to launch on BYU in America, and a third series has
already been commissioned.”
Inside TV: How open are you to work together with
other (independent) creatives or companies on programmes, and in what genres?

Inside TV: What challenges do you see for the future –
besides the Covid-19 crisis?
“Being an independent, medium-sized business, we
have found ourselves continuously pivoting over the
past 19 years to evolve in line with the market, rise to
challenges and capitalise on new opportunities when
they occur. I’d like to think Covid-19 provided the biggest challenge of my career, but we don’t know what
might be around the corner. All I know is that with Mark
as a business partner and an excellent, smart and brilliantly responsive team at marblemedia, that we will
meet any future challenges as creatively and positively
as possible.”

Inside TV: And are you willing to acquire rights from
international formats, to produce in Canada? If so,
are there titles which you would have loved to make
from the past few years? And are you actively looking
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Diane Rankin
SVP Rights & Executive Producer,
Distribution360

Inside TV: Marblemedia is also active in the distribution market with Distribution360, which has its tenth
anniversary earlier this year. What position does D360
have in the global distribution market?
“As Matt commented earlier, distribution is an integral
part of our business, both to help finance new productions from marblemedia and to generate secondary
revenue. Distribution360 is a mid-sized distributor
that therefore manages rights for both marble and
third-party producers.
As with marblemedia, Distribution360 had an initial
focus on kids and family content, but this has evolved
over the years and it now holds the rights to a growing number of unscripted titles in a variety of genres
like history, lifestyle and formats. We are also proud
to represent content from a wide range of Canadian
producers.”
Inside TV: Where there (are there) opportunities for
D360 with the Covid-19 crisis?
“There certainly have been some strains on budgets
over the past six months, but having a strong catalogue
of ready-made kids and factual content meant that we
were able to continue selling programming throughout
the crisis. With kids out of school for a long period of
time, our library of educational entertainment was in
demand from new platforms that were emerging and
growing through Covid.
We represent the Skyship Entertainment library and
we saw a number of deals for titles from their output
such as ‘Super Simple Songs’, as well as titles like
‘Mathxplosion’ and ‘Sciencexplosion’ from GAPC Entertainment. With US production on hold for some
time during the pandemic, the opportunity to license
one of Si Entertainment’s Bryan Bauemler series in
the US arose with HGTV - and ‘Bryan Inc.’ launched on
HGTV US as ‘Renovation Inc.’ at the end of August.”
Inside TV: Has the company secured the position you
anticipated for?
“I think everyone has had a somewhat challenging
time over the past six months but as a relatively small
and very robust independent business we have been
able to be nimble and take advantage of opportunities,
and we have not had to make any negative changes to
our team. We’ve kept on selling and acquiring content
and also looked at creative ways to maximise revenues
going forward.
Driven by market intel, I have been working closely
with Matt and the marblemedia team to develop and
pre-sell new factual content to add to our catalogue.

Diane Rankin

Diane Rankin leads Distribution360, overseeing all sales and acquisitions activity, working
with the company’s growing list of third-party
production partners, as well as the marblemedia internal production team to bring great
content to buyers around the world. Since
joining the company, the business has seen
consecutive years of double-digit growth under
her leadership.
Diane brings over 20 years in the media industry in sales, acquisitions and content development to her role. Prior to D360, she was SVP,
acquisitions at DRG and was head of acquisitions at Cineflix Rights; she also spent over 13
years at Brunico Communications launching
and steering many of their market-leading
events including Realscreen Summit and Kidscreen Summit and overseeing leading print titles such as Realscreen, Kidscreen, Playback,
Strategy and Boards.

As a result, I think we are well placed for the months
ahead.”
Inside TV: What is the strength of D360 and what
companies should knock on your door with their content for distribution?
“Our size allows us to keep very close relationships
with our producer clients. Working so closely with
marblemedia and having a seat at the table when its
productions are being developed, we understand production businesses and programme development.
Our international sales team have the depth of experience and global relationships that go back 20+
years, so we can bring tremendous marketplace intel
to the table and get projects in front of appropriate
buyers quickly.
Recently, we put the financing together for ‘Titanic:
Stories from the Deep a 4 x 60 series that was produced by Partners in Motion and Infinity Filmed Entertainment for UKTV, Viasat, Foxtel and Hollywood
Suite.
We are particularly interested in talking to and working with producers of premium scripted entertainment and documentary programming across history,
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Over 11 events including a final thrilling pentathlon, ten of the best who are at the top of their game in sports like
wake boarding, gymnastics, BMX racing, golf and skateboarding, will step outside of their own comfort zones
to compete against each other inalltheir rivals’ sports. They will also see how their competitors fare in their own
personal sport. Coached by world-renowned sports stars and Olympians, each competitor is scored on skill, sportsmanship and improvement after each athletic challenge and at the end of the series, one hardcore athlete will be
crowned the AllRoundChampion.

science and crime – but they must contain a mix of
great stories, innovation, new discoveries, good access
and expert insights. Factual entertainment/lifestyle is
also an area we know really well; strong talent and innovative formats across home, food, and paranormal
are also on our wish list.”
Inside TV: Are there developments in the distribution
market for the (nearby) future? Especially given the
changing TV market and sales models?
“As a sector, distribution has evolved a great deal during the 10 years that Distribution360 has been in operation. The media landscape has exploded with huge
numbers of new platforms and outlets and of course,
whole new areas of content.
We have been very focused on rights management for
a while now and maximising returns on the IP in our
catalogue, with resources on the team dedicated to
managing D2C opportunities like Amazon Prime Video
and Youtube. We are also branching out into podcasts
which is a new initiative for us, one we’re really excited
about.”
Inside TV: In what way can you differentiate in the
consolidations within the distribution market (Banijay
Group acquiring Endemol Shine; Talpa, Armoza Formats & Elk Entertainment acquired by ITV Studios; Beyond acquiring TCB Media Rights)? Are there plans to

team up with other players?
“At present, there are no plans to team up with other distributors. Each of those mergers was based on
adding scale to the business and utilising the benefits, cost-saving and otherwise, that size in this industry can bring. However, being more boutique, and
independent, has plenty of advantages too. Our size
means we can be nimble, make quick decisions and
be transparent as a business. It’s easy to understand
our culture and see who we are and what we stand
for. It’s also easy for buyer and producer clients to talk
to us – we have a relatively flat structure, with no hierarchical layers to wade through. Smaller producers
will also retain their voice and distinctiveness with us:
their shows will not get lost in a vast catalogue.”
Inside TV: What are currently the hottest assets (marblemedia or third-party) internationally?
“We are thrilled to be bringing marblemedia’s ‘Blown
Away’ to the international market this autumn, where
it will be available to linear broadcasters for the first
time. Given the constant discussion about how little
exercise young people do today, I think ‘All-Round
Champion’ will prove inspiring to broadcasters looking
for a fun and interesting way to engage kids and teens
through sport and healthy competition.
I’m also a big fan of ‘Red Chef Revival’ from Black
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‘Red Chef Revival’ is an intimate food and travel show exploring modern Indigenous cuisine through the eyes of
three chefs; New York Times featured, Cezin Nottaway, Top Chef finalist, Rich Francis and Top Chef finalist Shane
Chartrand. Using food as their access point, these chefs discover a new path to reconciliation. Red Chef Revival features ingredients you won’t find in any cookbooks, like bison heart, beaver tail, moose nose, seal and cougar. More
than a cooking show, this is a people’s story on a plate.

Rhino Creative as it’s a really authentic and intimate
food and travel show. Three high-profile Indigenous
chefs uncover their people’s story on a plate and create meals with some of Canada’s lesser-known ingredients, including bison heart, beaver tail and moose
nose.
We also have a wonderful new kids’ show called ‘AnimalFanpedia’, created by Mobis.LAB Kids, which
takes viewers on a journey into the animal kingdom.
It is packed with both fun and ‘eco’ facts and its messages about conservation and the natural world are
all delivered with delightful humour.”

Inside TV: What programme(s) would you have loved
to make?
“Any of the above! But a series that I felt really moved
its genre forward was Netflix’s cheerleading series
‘Cheer’. The producers took something that has traditionally been looked at as quite ‘bubblegum’ and
turned it into an addictive documentary series with
tremendous light and shade.”

Inside TV: What programmes - from the last six
months – did you find great to watch in you market
and/or internationally?
“Netflix had some home runs; there was no missing
‘Tiger King’ and other escapist TV like ‘Selling Sunset’, many of which were truly helpful to get over the
loss of travel over the past months. ‘Normal People’
and ‘I May Destroy You’ were masterclasses in ambitious drama commissions with raw authenticity.”
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Emiel Neervoort
Managing Director Tuvalu

Inside TV: Can you give a description and history of
your company?
“Tuvalu started as a small independent around 2006.
In 2013 we moved to Amsterdam and in those recent
years we realized our ambition to become one of Hollands biggest and most creative production companies. We are proud of being a company where unique
talents feel safe and appreciated. And with our strong
reputation in the Netherlands and our solid international network we try to make crazy new ideas fly easily.”
Inside TV: What are the specific expertise in the local
(and international) market – what is your USP? What
genres do you excel in?
“We are well-known for compelling factual entertainment. We try to create content that always has an extra
layer of meaning and relevance. Some of our successful formats are for example focusing on social issues
like poverty, environment or health care. We like to call
this ‘formatted journalism’, in the sense that we try to
tackle difficult topics in entertaining ways. One of our
well-known international formats from a few years ago
was the hilarious but urgent and eye opening ‘Travel
with a Goat’. The series dealt with the whole process of
eating meat. We are also very big in youth and youngadult scripted series. Once again, in these shows, we
try to create the before mentioned extra layer. Our teen
series ‘The First Years’ has local adaptations running
in 8 territories. We recently created ‘H3L’, a young adult
series set in a high school, for a local SVOD platform.
We are currently discussing a similar international roll
out with a few potential partners.”
Inside TV: Can you situate your company in your local
market (short description of the local market - broadcasters, platforms - if applicable also internationally if
you’re part of a bigger media group)
“We are in the top 5 biggest producers of the Netherlands. We operate in our territory with four different labels: Tuvalu, Pupkin Film, Column Film and CCCP. The
Netherlands has a unique public broadcasting system.
Airtime on our three public channels is divided between different pubcasters which all are rooted in our
society. So we have left wing pubcasters, evangelic pubcasters, right wing pubcasters etcetera. Besides the
public broadcaster, we have two dominant commercial
broadcasters, RTL Group and Talpa Network. RTL also
runs a successful SVOD platform called Videoland. Viacom and Discovery are also present in our market with

Emiel Neervoort
Managing Director Emiel Neervoort joined
Tuvalu in 2008. He started his career as a
news reporter at SBS Broadcasting. After that
he worked at Endemol in the Netherlands. He
also lectured at the Amsterdam University of
Applied Sciences. In his current role he created and produced many well-known shows such
as ‘Out of the Silence’, ‘Travel with a Goat’,
‘Small Town, Big City’, ‘The Orchestra of the
Nation’, ‘H3L’ and the award-winning youth series ‘The First Years’, which has been adapted
in multiple territories.

their specific channels. They also have budgets to
create some local shows. Tuvalu is part of the French
Newen Group.”
Inside TV: What are your biggest assets locally, and
internationally?
“As mentioned above, ‘The First Years’ is one of our
biggest international assets. It is currently on air as
a daily teen series in Norway, Denmark and Sweden,
under its local name ‘Klassen.’ The series has also
very successfully launched in Canada under the local title ‘L’ effet secondaire’. Other adaptations are
successfully produced in Poland, UK and France. We
are currently investigating ways to bring the series to
the US as well. It would feel as a logical next step.
‘The First Years’ is also one of our strongest brands
locally. We have produced around 1000 episodes already and will continue to do so. The series is also the
biggest media brand on Instagram and other social
platforms. We produced a motion picture that ended
in the top 10 of most-visited Dutch movies in 2019.
It’s an insane success for something that started out
as a small kids show. It basically proves that in our
business, you never really know what will be your next
biggest hit.
Two other huge formats we produce in the Netherlands are factual entertainment shows ‘Cover Me’
and ‘DNA Unknown’. ‘Cover Me’ travelled to multiple
territories in the past. We recently relaunched a new
version of this show on Hollands biggest channel
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A timely modern-day show about the difficult first year of middle school. Targeted at young teens, the show is filled with moving stories that
viewers can easily identify with, recounting the infatuations, challenges and problems of middle school students.
Already adapted in Denmark (DR Ultra: 5 seasons/259 episodes), Sweden (SVT Barnkanalen: 4 seasons/ 3x52 episodes – season 5 in production/52 episodes), Poland (Polsat: 1 season/80 episodes), U.K. (BBC I Player: 1 season/30 episodes – season 2 in production/30 episodes).
Norway (NRK: 3 seasons - season 4 in production) and Canada (Radio-Canada – Season 1/104 episodes).

NPO1. The relaunch is giving the format a new push
internationally as well.”
Inside TV: Do you make local versions of international formats (if available for you) ? Or do you swear by
own-devised content?
“We love to do local adaptations! And we do them very
successfully. The BBC show ‘Maestro’ is one of our
biggest shows and we are already going to season 6.
We are currently adapting two other shows from the
international market: ‘The Story of Denmark’ distributed by DR and we are making a local version of ‘Kamp
Waes’, a format from Belgian production company De
Mensen.”
Inside TV: Are you interested in international co-productions? And in what genres? Any recent in development?
“Of course we are. I am a strong believer in international cooperation. And I think we will see much more
international co-productions happening, not only in
scripted but also in unscripted. Content in the coming
decade will need to be bigger and louder than ever be-

fore. Or it will not stand out in the ‘bombardments of
content’ that are battling for the viewers’ attention.
To really make a difference, bigger budgets and thus
bigger collaborations are needed. First of all, in scripted but I am convinced the unscripted business will
see this happening more often as well. Regarding recent developments, we are currently working on a big
co-production for an international platform together
with a great new German production company. I cannot reveal too much details yet, but for sure it will be a
very exciting project.”
Inside TV: Are you interested in getting programmes
ideas from outside your company? From viewers, international production companies, advertisers, independent creators?
“This is a tricky one. Formats from other international
companies and advertisers for sure. We love working
with other strong international partners. But when it
comes to smaller ideas from independent creators or
even viewers we are a bit more reluctant. I still believe
the format creation business is a serious profession.
Something you need to be experienced in. It can become a frustrating process when working with unexperienced creators that have no thighs to our fields
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of work. Also, our paper format catalogue is filled with
ideas that are fantastic but have never seen the daylight because of timing or budgets or whatever. We
do not want ‘new’ outside ideas competing with our
strong catalogue. That said, we do work with independent creators that we know or bring in the right experience, especially if they come with an outstanding idea.
Best example of this is a film school student who approached us with an idea of a documentary about her
career shift to become a professional sex worker. We
are in production now for a four-episode series about
her for a commercial channel.”
Inside TV: What are the future strategies – on programming and creating shows, but also on the growth
of the company?
“First of all, we are focusing on our inhouse talents that
currently produce our shows. And together with them,
we try to expand our catalogue with new shows that
we develop out of our current success. Secondly, we
have been producing more scripted content during the
last couple of years. The demand for scripted shows is
huge, so it feels natural to focus on that as well. Thirdly, I truly believe strong international partnerships are
needed the next coming years. Consumers are flooded
with content. From lowbrow to high end, from local to
international. Who would have predicted the rise of video consumption as we are seeing it today? A local in
Egypt can enjoy a Danish or Dutch production. Borders
are fading in that sense. We should really understand
that, as we have seen before with the introduction of
television or game consoles, the real message is not
what is being watched on these media, but the medium itself. With the recent rise of SVOD platforms, we
will have to change our modus operandi. We will have
to evolve in how we work and what content we are producing. It has to be bigger and louder and crazier than
ever, or it can be a global niche. We can produce local,
but also for the world.”
Inside TV: What programmes - from the last six months
– did you find great to watch in you market and/or internationally?
“I think ‘The Masked Singer’ is a spectacular answer
to the changing market of the last couple of years. It is
big, loud and crazy. It would never have been commissioned in so many territories a decade ago. And I have
to mention one of our own shows as well. I am very
proud of our young adult series ‘H3L’ that is launched
on Videoland. The funny thing is, although targeted at
the demo 12-18, I hear a lot of people in their 20’s and
30’s enjoying the show as well. It’s remarkable to see
kids series doing so well with adults also. I think there
are many examples of this, especially on SVOD.”

Travel with a Goat

Two international influencers travel through a, for
them, unknown land. They will not do this alone,
they get company of a livestock animal.
Together with the livestock animal they will go on a
journey where they will get to know each other, the
land and it’s culture. But than they have to make a
difficult descision.

H3L

The classroom where always happens anything,
of which every teen wants to be part of but is also
every teachers nightmare: H3L. The new Videoland Original H3L follows the lives of five high
school students at Keizer Vijzels College.
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we have in the Netherlands is, besides all its flaws, actually proving something to be cherished in this age.
Nations that have seen public broadcasting institutions being diminished might well see their democratic
institutions at risk in the future to come.”
Inside TV: What will be the biggest challenge(s) for
you as production company? And how would you handle that?
“I think we live in a golden age for production companies. The demand is huge, the opportunities are greater than ever and thrilling new ideas keep popping up
from everywhere. SVOD is growing, linear TV is here to
stay and creators are appreciated more than ever. The
challenge is to channel all this in a successful strategy
for the coming decade.”

Inside TV: What programme(s) would you have loved
to make?
“Fortunately, all shows we produce are shows we love
to make. I think a producer should never be involved in
shows he does not like.”
Inside TV: What is coming up from your development
pipeline?
“We are starting up production of a great new factual entertainment series called ‘The Journey of your
Genes’. Based on the latest international DNA and
family research we are helping people resolving identity questions. It is a very exciting project.“
Inside TV: How do you see your market develop the
coming years – for production companies, public
broadcasters, commercial broadcasters and the local/
international VOD/streaming offer in your country?
“As said, once again in history, the medium is the message. The rise of SVOD this decade has changed and
is still changing the way we produce and consume and
define content. It will be far more tailormade to meet
the specific needs of a consumer. For example, as a
big sci fi fan, I am now able to watch these kinds of
series from wherever in the world. And because we sci
fi fans are now globally united, the demand is more visible and increasing. And if there is demand, there will
be supply. Production companies, commercial channels and other platforms will need to keep track of the
changes that are happening all around us. Regarding
public broadcasters, they are a last bastion in a well-informed society. I am currently not very optimistic with
the tendency to cut the budgets of these broadcasters
or worse, deny the need for their existence. I think a
strong independent and noncommercial platform is
necessary for democracies to function accordingly. In
that sense the pluriform public broadcasting system

Inside TV: Tuvalu is part of TM Group, which is since
2017 part of Newen in France, which is a division of
French commercial network TF1.
How important is it for Tuvalu to be part of such a bigger entity?
“It is very important. As a whole we can more easily
join forces regarding international coproduction. Also,
we can benefit from each other’s creativity. The boldest ideas can more likely flourish if they are seeded
on solid and widely spread grounds. Together with Newen, we have the ambition of becoming a strong and
creative European content powerhouse. With their
latest acquisition, production company De Mensen in
Belgium, we are becoming stronger and more creative
every day.”
Inside TV: Has this changed the way Tuvalu operates?
“Well, for sure internally. With Newen stepping in in
2017 we shifted our management at Tuvalu. Since
then, I have been running the company together with
my companion Remco van der Kruk. It gave us space
internally to attract new talent as well. Also, with the
entrance of Newen we have now a distribution arm
that takes care of our formats and a bigger catalogue
to work with. We are looking forward to the years to
come. For sure. “
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Daryl Talbot
CEO WTFN

Inside TV: What position has your company within the
local market? For what platform/broadcasters do you
produce?
“WTFN is one of Australia’s leading independent producers, specialising in creating factual content, especially strong reality or observational documentary/access series and lifestyle titles. We also have a thriving
kids’ business. We produce for all the leading Australian broadcasters, such as Nine, Seven and Network
Ten – but also work with major international networks
such as Discovery and National Geographic. In addition, we also get direct commissions from overseas
broadcasters such as Channel 4 in the UK.”
Inside TV: What are your biggest successes from the
past recent years?
“We are probably most well-known for our ‘Bondi Vet’
title. There are more than 170 episodes and it has travelled all over the world and spawned follow-up series
such as ‘Travels with the Bondi Vet’ and ‘Bondi Vet:
Coast to Coast’. We also produced the four-time Logie
Award-winner ‘The Living Room’ for Network Ten. We
recently exported 120 of our 300+ hours of this series
to CBS in the US. This year we have had terrific success
with two medical obs-doc series for Nine: ‘Paramedics’, now in its second season and ‘Emergency’, which
launched in July to record ratings, beating established
primetime series such as ‘The Bachelor in Paradise’
and ‘Big Brother’.”
Inside TV: How big was the impact of the Covid-19 virus on the production of your programmes, especially
the obs-docs? Did it change also the story-telling besides the measures to keep social distancing?
“We were extremely fortunate in that we were able to
shoot through the pandemic on some of our titles, notably ‘Teen Mom’, which we make for MTV Australia,
and our own new obs-doc ‘Mega Zoo’, which we are
just finishing for Nine and Animal Planet. Naturally we
had to deploy different – and sometimes very creative
– camera techniques to get the footage we wanted
but in general the story-telling remained intact. With
‘Teen Mom’ we did introduce more self-shot videocam,
which added to the intimacy of the piece. For ‘Mega
Zoo’, even though there were changes when the zoo
was in lockdown, our focus was very much on how this
massive operation works across the three huge sites
of Zoos Victoria and of the incredible relationships between the animals and their keepers. And everything
about the zoo still had to operate the same, every single day, whether there were visitors or not. So, other

Daryl Talbot
Daryl started WTFN, alongside co-founder Steve Oemcke, after nearly 20 years working as
a news reporter and producer for network television in Australia and the UK. This included
15 years at Australia’s Nine Network producing news, documentaries and lifestyle shows.
Under his leadership WTFN has grown to be
one of Australia’s most successful independent content producers winning critical acclaim
and five Logie Awards. Daryl has also led the
company’s push to fully exploit its extensive IP
catalogue by creating the global distribution
business FRED Media. As well as his role as
CEO, Daryl continues to be actively involved
the creation and development of WTFN’s
production slate and has been a driving force
behind titles such as Bondi Vet, Emergency
and Paramedics.

than a nod to the pandemic in one episode, this new
series will be pretty much as we planned it.”
Inside TV: As you cover obs-docs about popular subjects such as animals (Mega Zoo, Bondi Vet franchise), medical emergencies (Emergency, Paramedics); are there new areas where you’re working on in
that genre?
“Yes, of course. No producer wants to give away their
development secrets, but we believe the key to the
genre is finding situations in which you can tell stories
about people. And while many people walk through
their daily life thinking that what they do isn’t special or noteworthy, from a TV producer’s perspective
there’s often TV “gold” in what others might consider
mundane. One new series however, that is currently
in production is ‘Harbour Force’, following the incredible work of the law enforcement teams who work
across the vast and eternally busy Sydney Harbour.”
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Bondi Vet is an unscripted observational documentary series set against Australia’s breathtaking Bondi Beach. This heart-warming show
follows Dr Chris Brown’s daily life as a veterinarian in a busy urban environment, at zoos and in rural communities

Inside TV: As WTFN has a strong offer of factual, reality and lifestyle programmes; are there genres where
you want to broaden up? Like big or light entertainment? Or more Scripted shows?
“While factual, reality and lifestyle has always been
WTFN’s strong suit, we have never viewed ourselves
as pigeon-holed by that. Five years ago, we produced
a feature film called ‘Oddball’ that was a big box office
success in Australia: we believe our creative and production skills can travel across any genre. We would
like to do more scripted, we’ve read lots of scripts, but
for WTFN it’s about finding a project that is creatively
challenging and commercially viable.”
Inside TV: And are you open to acquire rights from international formats, to produce in Australia? If so, are
there titles which you would have loved to make from
the past few years? And are you actively looking for
such formats?
“Yes – and we previously snapped up the rights to the
popular and award-winning UK show ‘Long Lost Family’, created by Wall to Wall, and then remade it for Network Ten. We thought it was fantastic and could see
that it would work well in Australia. In addition, while
we don’t own the rights, we also make ‘Teen Mom’ for
MTV in Australia, so are well versed in working with
and interpreting other companies’ IP for the Australian
market. We also have a first-look deal with a fabulously creative LA independent producer, Critical Content.

That deal gives us access to a pipeline of great ideas
from some very talented development teams. A show
that I would love to have made in Australia is ‘Gogglebox’. It’s such a smart but simple interpretation of a
TV review show. I loved it the moment I saw it at MIPTV, but the Aussie rights had already been snapped
up.”
Inside TV: What is coming up from the development
pipeline?
“As our medical access shows have been so successful, we are currently developing new series of both
‘Paramedics’ and ‘Emergency’. We are also in development on a major wildlife show for an international
network and a new factual entertainment series that
we think will reflect the shift in how people view their
homes and their relationships to them since the pandemic.”
Inside TV: How open are you to work together with
other creatives or companies on programmes, and in
what genres?
“We love to collaborate and will always be open to
working with great producers and teams that share
our passions and values. In fact, with worldwide restrictions on travel still in place, there’s never been a
better time for producers across the world to look to
work together and help each other out in their respec-
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tive territories if specific backdrops/talent/wildlife etc
are required to make a show. We have close working
relationships with producers in the UK and the US. I
think those relationships are going to be even more important as independent producers grapple with finding
ways to succeed in an industry dominated by goliaths.
And even here at home a couple of weeks ago we had
a fantastic ‘co-production’ experience working with the
incredible current affairs team at ‘60 Minutes’ in Australia. We are not usually in the news business but Nine
approached us to help them with a COVID-19 piece because of the incredible relationship we had developed
with The Royal Melbourne hospital when we produced
‘Emergency’. The initial plan was to produce a special
about the ongoing work of the medics, but things were
moving quickly with a second wave of the virus and
Victoria was put into stage four lockdown. Due to the
worsening situation, speed was of the essence and
Nine moved the item to ‘60 Minutes’ to become more
of a fast-turnaround public service piece and looked to
us to help because of our access and knowledge of the
hospital. My co-founder at WTFN, Steve Oemcke, lead
our efforts, co-producing with the team on the ground.
They undertook extensive training on health and safety
protocols for a week and then filmed in the hospital’s
‘Red Zone’ from Tuesday-Friday, with the show airing
on the Sunday. Steve says it was one of the most challenging and rewarding projects of his career and welcomed this rare opportunity to experience life at the
sharp end of current affairs programming.”
Inside TV: How important is the presence of WTFN in
the UK? Are there plans to roll out WTFN in other territories? Or do you want to be part of a larger group as
you see consolidation all around the world?
“The television industry today is very international,
and with the UK being such a key TV market, it has
always been important for us to be known there. Over
the years we have had representatives on the ground
who, for example, helped us establish ‘Vet on the Hill’
with Channel 4 in the UK, and pre-pandemic I was a
regular visitor too, meeting with broadcasters and other contacts. We also currently have Mem Baker, a very
experienced member of the Fred Media team, based
in the UK, so we do have feet on the ground if needed.
However, there are no current plans to open full WTFN
offices in other territories. We are broadly content servicing the international market from Australia, but we
are of course open to collaborations, partnerships and
maybe joint ventures as and when the right opportunities present themselves – as it can of course be useful
to have specific local knowledge and contacts. WTFN
has always prided itself in its independence and there
are no plans to change that. We value the culture we
have created, our way of working, our people and the
fact that we can still move quickly and efficiently as
a mid-sized media business. We are much more interested in growing the business organically through
great work, innovative ideas – and possibly interesting
partnerships – rather than by becoming a small cog in
a much bigger wheel with a distant and probably armslength international owner.

Emergency

An extraordinary team of real-life medical heroes fight to save desperate patients suffering
life-threatening injuries, in one of Australia’s biggest and busiest emergency hospitals, The Royal
Melbourne. From victims of vicious assaults to car
crash survivors, these dedicated doctors and nurses work tirelessly to help those in need of urgent
care. This series offers unprecedented behind-thescenes access, with roving and fixed-rig cameras
in the trauma bays, examination rooms and triage.
From the moment they’re rushed into the hospital,
each step of a patient’s dramatic journey is captured. As events unfold, personal interviews with
doctors and nurses tell the gripping story of each
compelling case. They reveal the challenging procedures, critical decision-making, and emotional
toll it all takes.

Paramedics

This gripping factual series goes on the frontline
with Australia’s ambulance crews as they fight to
save lives. Season 2 features new recruits, as well
as the return of fan favourites, in more inspiration stories and heart-stopping drama. Cameras
across Melbourne capture unguarded moments
of compassion, bravery and laughter, giving
unprecedented insight into the daily lives of these
emergency service heroes.
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Roger Vanderspikken
COO FRED Media

Inside TV: WTFN has also its own distribution division
with Fred Media. What can international buyers expect
to find in Fred Media’s catalogue?
“Fred has a diverse and growing catalogue that not
only contains the great series such as ‘Bondi Vet’ and
‘Paramedics’ that WTFN produces but it also acquires
strong third-party content that fits the Fred Media brand
– for example lifestyle, reality and engaging kids shows.
Fred is particularly strong on obs-docs, food, travel and
property shows. Two major new partnerships this year
– with Tastemade and The Africa Channel, have added
more than 300 factual and lifestyle hours, with some
really exceptional food and travel shows such as ‘Africa on a Plate’, ‘May’s Kitchen’, ‘Broken Bread’ and
‘Origins: Philippines’. While hosts and chefs are prevented from travelling at the moment, these new titles
will meet the ready demand for international escapes,
fascinating backdrops, cultural insights – and exciting
new foods to explore.
Fred is also excited about launching ‘Never Too Small’
on its autumn slate – a new series about cleverly transforming small spaces to make incredible but compact
homes – and ‘Top Marques’, a moto-romantic series
that delves into the amazing backstories of the world’s
greatest car brands.
Our new kids’s shows include a second series of ‘Larry
the Wonderpup’, produced by WTFN, fun science show
‘Brainbuzz’ and sports competition series ‘Smashhdown!’ – the latter two both produced by Nine.”

Roger Vanderspikken
Roger joined FRED in 2013 as a sales manager, shortly after the company was founded,
and quickly rose through the ranks to be
appointed COO and head of the business in
2018. Prior to FRED, he worked for World Wide
Entertainment, distributing programmes to
broadcasters in Europe, Africa, and the Middle
East, as well as to in-flight customers. Originally from Belgium, Roger is multilingual with
a Bachelors’ degree in foreign trade and a
Masters’ degree in management. He is passionate about the media industry and international business and has variously completed
research, a thesis and work on the future of
public broadcasters, tax shelter in audiovisual
works and the sale of broadcasting rights.

such as ‘Top Property’. With increasing pressure on
household budgets our cookery series ‘Struggle
Meals’ is also popular.”

Inside TV: What are currently the hottest assets internationally?

Inside TV: Where there never plans to team up with
another international distributor to sell your own titles?

“‘Emergency’ is really gaining traction. It has sold to the
UK (Discovery), Sweden (TV4), New Zealand (Three),
Netherlands (RTL) and Brunei – and we have lots of
other deals pending too. Access medical shows are often popular, but the dramatic production on this series
– making it more like a drama show – is especially appealing to buyers looking for something a little different
in this genre. ‘Mega Zoo’ also pre-sold to Animal Planet
US and TF1 in France – both big deals which reflect the
scale and ambition of this incredible new series. Now
that we are starting to deliver episodes and buyers are
screening it is also gaining a lot of interest.
With so many productions closing during the pandemic
and people still finding it relatively difficult to travel, our
lifestyle content with an edge of escapism is also proving popular – series such as ‘Sourced’ and ‘Travelling
Chef’ for example.
Likewise, lockdown has seen a demand for renovation
shows, so we have seen renewed interest in our titles

“Once WTFN had enough content, having our own
distribution business was always in the plan. It’s vital for producers and distributors to work closely together to make sure the right content gets made for
the international market and that funds can be accessed outside of your own territory – so it’s great
that we can easily come together as one large team
to meet our goals – albeit with different skillsets. And
of course, with all these aspects within one company,
all the revenue we make ultimately stays within our
business. Fred Media has become a well-established,
hard-working and reliable distribution brand and it
has succeeded in attracting experienced salespeople who are expert in their respective markets. We
even have a full post-production service in-house, so
can deliver materials quickly and efficiently to our clients without outsourcing. Not many distributors have
this facility and it has become a real advantage and
point-of-difference for us in the marketplace.”
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Growing populations and land scarcity are squeezing our cities, and around the world people are turning to more affordable, and smaller
homes. Never Too Small sits down with award-winning designers and architects to break down their tiny homes, micro apartments, cabins and more. Revealing how urban design and architecture will shape how we live, how we work and how we socialise in the future. Each
episode of ‘Never Too Small’ explores a new theme, from preserving historic buildings, sustainability in rural areas, to life in the most densely
populated cities in the world. Speaking to the architects themselves as they transform small spaces into homes.

Inside TV: Fred Media is rolling out content from
brands such as Tastemade and The Africa Channel.
Do you have the intention to broaden the offer with
more of such brands?
“It is vital for any distributor to have a constant flow of
new content to meet buyer needs. While we are lucky
to have an excellent in-house pipeline via WTFN, it has
always been important to find third-party content that
will either fit within or complement our catalogue. This
year’s deals with Tastemade and The Africa Channel
for factual and lifestyle content, as well as Nine Network for two brilliant kids’ series, allowed us to bring
their programming to the broader market and profiled
a range of new voices – both behind and in front of
the camera. Buyers have responded well to these titles and we are always looking for new content that will
have the same effect. However, while there does seem
to be a bit of a land-grab for rights across the industry
at the moment, we will keep focused on acquiring only
good quality content that shores up the Fred Media
business and sits comfortably alongside our brand.”
Inside TV: And how important is the short-form offer?
Is there a big demand for it? And from what sort of
buyers?
“Short-form is definitely on everybody’s radars at the
moment. And indeed, with its commissioning home
being a digital platform, some of our new Tastemade
content is available as short-form and sits nicely alongside our existing range of shorts about pets, travel and

food. However, our buyers from linear channels are still
mostly working to half-hour or hour slots and those on
SVOD platforms are largely seeking full-length series
to be available for bingeing. I’m sure short-form will
become more available as an option over time, especially in certain genres such as travel, where it is perfect to view on the go, but while most TV is consumed
for entertainment and relaxation the longer slots will
invariably prevail.”
Inside TV: What programmes - from the last six
months – did you find great to watch in you market
and/or internationally?
“I recently discovered and watched all four seasons of
the Amazon Prime drama ‘The Man in the High Castle’
and absolutely loved the actors’ performances, the incredible attention to detail and intricate plots. In the
documentary field - and in absence of live sports - ‘The
Last Dance’, on the Jordan-Chicago Bulls Dynasty, is
an absolute gem.”
Inside TV: What programme(s) would you have loved
to make?
“For me, ‘Grand Designs’ is a standout programme. It
is simple, always different and every episode has genuine drama – with nothing constructed (other than the
houses, of course!). The UK, Australian and New Zealand versions are all equally good – and are testament
to the strength and enduring nature of the format.”
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Emma-Rosa Dias
Managing Director & Executive Producer

Afro-Mic Productions
Belfast-based Afro-Mic Productions started life as a
short-form digital indie in 2014, producing factual entertainment and drama shorts for Channel 4, Real Stories, YouTube, RTE and BBC. In 2017, Afro-Mic made
the switch to terrestrial TV with the three-part obs-doc
series ‘The Search’ for BBC NI, currently in development for a third series. As well as being part of the
Channel 4 BAME Indie Accelerator Scheme and BBC’s
Small Indie Fund, Afro-Mic is currently in post-production with a new Channel 5 travel series ‘Scenic Ireland’
with ‘Line of Duty’s’ Adrian Dunbar, and have several
exciting new commissions currently in production.
Inside TV: What are the specific expertise in the local
(and international) market – what is your USP? What
genres do you excel in?
“We’re focussing on warm, fun returnable formats
for both network and SVOD, primarily in the fact/ent
space. “
Inside TV: Can you situate your company in your local
market?
“We are a proud Belfast-based company, making returning series and docs for BBC Northern Ireland. Outside of NI, we have great relationships with commissioners at the BBC, Channel 4, Channel 5 and various
SVOD platforms, building our name within the UK TV
industry.”

Emma-Rosa Dias
After a stint of TV presenting, Emma found herself
most at ease behind the camera. Over a period of
eight years she worked her way up from runner to
creative director in the world of commercials before
founding Afro-Mic Productions in 2014. She began
by producing short-form digital content for network
broadcasters in the UK and Ireland before making
the switch to terrestrial TV in 2017. Over the last
six years Afro-Mic Productions has moved from
strength to strength producing returnable series,
daytime series and multiple one-offs for the BBC,
Channel 4 and Channel 5. Emma received various
accolades including an IFTA and RTS nomination
for scripted short drama ‘Cry Rosa’, a film inspired
by Emma-Rosa’s own experiences of growing up
as mixed-raced in 1980’s Belfast. Prior to this, she
worked within the music industry managing various
artists and record labels, giving her a broad and
immersive music background.With exceptional
interpersonal skills and a firm commitment to indepth research on all projects, her ability to bring
out the character of her subjects while delving into
informed debate, provides Afro-Mic Productions
with a unique and personal touch to all its projects.

Inside TV: What are your biggest assets locally, and
internationally?
“Locally in Northern Ireland, we have our BBC NI series
‘The Search’, currently in development for its third series. Internationally, we have ‘Saved on Camera’, which
was made for the BBC and picked up by Cineflix.“
Inside TV: Are you open to make local versions of international formats ? Or do you swear by own-devised
content?
“Absolutely - we’ve got a tight-knit, well-oiled development team who produce a consistently strong slate of
our own ideas, but are always open to discussing producing international formats for the UK market.”
Inside TV: Are you open for international co-productions? And in what genres?
“We are working with several UK-based companies
on various co-productions, and would be open to do-

ing this on an international level. For us, it would be
with a focus on fact-ent formats with a real universal
appeal that we could tweak and target for a UK audience.”
Inside TV: Are you interested in getting programmes
ideas from outside your company? From viewers, international production companies, advertisers, independent creators?
“We’re working with independent creators and production companies on various projects and would be
open to it. For us, we’d need to work with established
TV companies/producers on ideas rather than members of the public. With a background in advertising
we have the understanding needed to create compelling long-form content with and/for brands, and are
aware that this is a growing trend with the downturn
in advertising caused by the pandemic.”
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Inside TV: How big was the impact
of the Covid-19 crisis on your company?
“In many ways we have benefited
from the lockdown, working and
pitching remotely has been effective for the company and pitches
migrating online has levelled the
playing ground for us as a company
based outside of London.”
Inside TV: Did the crisis has also
positive side-effects? On the creativity front or production-wide?
“We are a very agile and adaptable company, and we have adapted and thrived working within the
constraints of lockdown filming.
We have won commissions during
lockdown and have found exciting
and dynamic ways to bring high
production values and new creative
formats to screen, some of the innovations we have made are things
we’ll continue to utilise moving forward.”

The Search

Documentary series following the search for Northern Ireland’s reported missing people through the
eyes of the Search and Rescue Technicians (SARTech) team and the loved ones of those affected.

Inside TV: Do you anticipate lasting
change to your organisation’s way
of working beyond this immediate
crisis?
“Yes, as a regional company we
hope to continue using video conferencing to undertake regular
pitch and commissioner meetings.
This will allow us to further develop
ideas we know have proper traction
before making expensive and time
consuming trips to pitch in person,
which is great for us and of course
the environment.”
Inside TV: What are the future
strategies – on programming and
creating shows, but also on the
growth of the company?
“To keep building on the success of
2020 so far! Our immediate goal is
to bring in a returnable network series. We want to grow a core team
of talented production personnel
and have been well supported by
Northern Irish initiatives to do so,
but in getting returnable work we
can continue to upskill our team
to prevent the producers, directors
and editors of the future from moving elsewhere to get career opportunities. This is crucial to growing
our business in Belfast.”

Saved on Camera

‘Saved on Camera’ tells stories of bravery captured
on phones, CCTV and dash-cams. We meet the
saved and the saviours whose selfless acts can be
the difference between life and death
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In the two-part series ‘Scenic Ireland’, the ‘Line of Duty’ star Adrian Dunbar journeys through the wild and captivating scenery along one of
the world’s most impressive coastlines, stopping off to meet old friends and new. From climbing the summit of Skellig Michael to swapping
stories with the last salmon fisherman on Carrick a Rede, this is a personal journey for Adrian - filled with breath-taking views, welcoming
people and the hearty food of his homeland.

Inside TV: What programmes - from the last six months
– did you find great to watch in your market and/or internationally?

Inside TV: Are you open to be part of a greater entity
(local or international)? Or other collaborations with
like-minded companies?

“If it’s fun, distinctive and with great characters then
it’ll have caught our eye. We’ve been enjoying ‘Selling
Sunset’ and ‘Race Across The World’ in particular.”

“Brilliantly formatted and character-led iconic shows
like ‘First Dates’ or ‘Gogglebox’ - they have the warmth
and positivity that we want our shows to have at their
core.“

“Yes, we are very keen to work with like-minded companies and have collaborated on co-productions
previously, finding them very advantageous. We are
currently working with an established London-based
company, who have an exceptional heritage in entertainment, reality and gameshow. We’re joining forces
in development combining Afro-Mic’s regional and diverse heritage and the different influences this brings
to our ideas with their experience and track record
in winning big budget commissioners. It’s proving a
really fruitful collaboration.”

Inside TV: What is coming up from your development
pipeline?

Inside TV: How important is the selection of Channel
4’s Accelerator Scheme?

“A raft of feel-good formats for daytime and peak.
Our slate is defined by positivity, warmth and genuine
transformation.”

“It’s fantastic. It shines a spotlight on our company
across the industry and we’re excited to show what
we’re about and what we can do.”

Inside TV: What will be the biggest challenge for you as
production company? And how would you handle that?

Inside TV: What do you expect from that selection?

Inside TV: What programme(s) would you have loved
to make?

“For us, it’s growing at such a quick rate. With our
development getting busier by the day, and multiple
productions running concurrently, we’re having to hire
and grow our infrastructure to keep both sides of the
business running at speed. It’s exciting!”

“A commission! And the start of a long and fruitful
collaboration with Channel 4. “
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Ian McKee
Founder & CEO Vuulr

Inside TV: Can you tell us about Vuulr and its vision for
the content distribution industry?
“Vuulr’s vision is to be the largest digital B2B marketplace in the Film & TV Industry. To digitally transform
its key business transactions accelerating deal making from months to days and slashing the cost & effort
needed to get deals done.”
Inside TV: Where did the idea come from?
“Originally from a tech background, and as founder
and CEO of my last startup VOCANIC, which I had built
up and sold to WPP, I had built up 10 years of experience in building engagement platforms and digital
campaigns for Brands. When I saw how manual the
process of searching for, and acquiring content was I
realised that there was an opportunity to build a digital
platform that would help the industry do one of its core
transactions more efficiently.”  
Inside TV: Who can have the most benefit of it within
the TV market?
“Our ambition is to befit the whole of the industry: the
audiences who will have better more diverse and interesting content to watch; acquisitions teams who can
now search a global catalogue of content in one place
without hopping from one site to another; and distributors who can now get their catalogues in front of buyers
in every country in the world and present their entire
catalogue including their back catalogue
And the best part is that, because we are a new generation digital business we can deliver all these benefits and only charge a 10% commission leaving much
more value for the people who make the TV Shows.”
Inside TV: How does Vuulr work? How can a deal be
made between a buyer and a seller?
“The business model is that Vuulr is free to use for
Buyers/Acquisitions teams and for those with TV/FIlm
RIghts to Sell, it is free to register and free to list their
whole catalogue.
Vuulr then uses its own budget and skills to market the
content listed to buyers globally (we already have more
than 3,600 registered, vetted and approved). We have
designed the Vuulr platform very carefully to make it
easy for the Buyer to find content their audience will
love and to enable them to make an offer to the seller.  
Using the Offer Modul in Vuulr, it takes a Buyer about
1 min to enter the information needed to make a complete offer. When they press Submit, we present that
offer directly to the Seller who can reject, accept or

Ian McKee
Ian saw the opportunity created by the disruption in the Entertainment industry and started Vuulr. Vuulr is the B2B, TV, Film & Sports
Content Rights Marketplace transforming the
$240bn pa Broadcast Content industry.
Prior to that, Ian founded Vocanic in 2005 and
led the business to become the largest, regional, full service social media marketing firm in
Asia with offices in Bangkok, Kuala Lumpur,
Singapore, Manila and Jakarta.
In 2013 Ian sold a majority holding in Vocanic
to WPP, today Vocanic is part of the GroupM
network.
He has called Singapore home for 20 years.

counter offer changing some of the proposed commercial terms.
When both sides reach agreement we generate the
Deal Memo and when buyer and seller agree the Deal
Memo, and then and only then does Vuulr earn our
10% (paid by the seller). The Seller invoices the Buyer
for 100% and we invoice the Seller for 10%. So we at
Vuulr make our money by making money for the Film/
TV Content maker.”
Inside TV: Who is already active on the service?
What distributors use it, and how big is the offer from
smaller clients such as production companies?
“Vuulr is a very inclusive and democratic platform; we
democratise the access to distribution enabling first
time makers of Film & TV content from everywhere in
the world, to have the opportunity to be seen by Buyers globally.  
We have the full spectrum of companies represented on the platform from big Hollywood Studios, Indie
Content Makers, major production houses, Studio
arms of National Broadcasters and many distributors. Some of the bigger more recognisable names on
Vuulr include Disney, A+E, Legendary, WarnerMedia,
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Banijay, SPI International, ITV Studios, Caracol, Televisa, Globo, Tubi, Roku, Dish, Viu, Amazon, ZDF, RTL,
Blue Ant and many many more.”
Inside TV: And what territories are using it now? And
what platforms are the major users (buyers): linear
channels, VOD-platforms or streaming services?
“We have Buyers and Sellers from over 130 countries
on the platform making Vuulr a truly global proposition.
A chart of the top 100 countries where we have buyers
is shown. Whilst we have Buyer from Free to Air, Pay TV
etc, the most active buyers are from the VOD / Streaming platforms - they make up the majority of activity on
the platform.”
Inside TV: What are the main differences with other
virtual market providers?
“Our Business Model: we are a pure “marketplace”
model where it is free for sellers to list and we only
make our money when we generate revenue for them
- the others have a subscription model where they
charge Sellers up-front so the Seller has to take the
risk of not getting an ROI.
But also our scale - we are by far the biggest in the industry in terms of the key metrics such as Titles Listed,
Buyers and Deal Flow on the platform - we have processed over 5,000 offers from Buyers on Vuulr in 2020
alone. We are also the fastest growing having been the
most recent to launch.”
Inside TV: What are the advantages of the service
compared with distributors being present at (local)
markets?
“We dont ask for exclusivity so we dont force a Content Maker into a “either / or” choice, we are happy
for them to have both a distributor AND to list on Vuulr
and since we are marketplace (and we are not a party
to the transaction) we can compliment exclusive distribution deals Content Makers may have made generating new, incremental opportunities for the distributor
as well as the Content Makers.
The benefits of listing your titles on Vuulr include global
reach - we market into all 249 countries in the world;
super serve niches at scale - meaning that Buyers for
all content types (all Genres, and all types eg Feature
Films, TV Shows/Specials, Shorts, Web Series) come
to Vuulr to search for content; lower cost of sale - we
only charge 10% commission allowing the Content
Makers to bank more of the value of the deal; more
control - the Content Makers deals with & gets paid
directly by the buyer; and speed - a deal closes in on
average 10 days on Vuulr.”

Inside TV: How will you cope with the disadvantages,
for example the lack of face-to-face contacts between
buyers and sellers?
“We have a Client Success team at Vuulr whose job
it is to support our Buyer & Sellers in the on-boarding
and deal making process. When needed they reach
out individually to Buyers and Sellers involved in a
deal to support the process as, as you rightly say, doing business online is new for the industry. We find
that once people have done a few deals they quickly
get the hang of it and find its speed, global reach and
convenience a big benefit.”
Inside TV: What has been the feedback from buyers
and sellers?
“Hugely positive! We have had more than few people
comment that “this is the type of innovation that the
industry needs” and that this “digital” way of working
is the future for the industry.”
Inside TV: And how many deals were being made
since the launch of Vuulr? Especially the last 6
months, with the Covid-19 crisis.   Did Covid-19 gain
momentum for Vuulr?
“We have processed more than 5,000 offers from
buyers, representing over 44,000 hrs of content on
the platform in 2020, with over 1,000 deals closed.
COVID has accelerated the industry’s pivot to digital
and this has had a positive effect for Vuulr.”
Inside TV: How big is your offer at the moment in
number of episodes/hours of content?
“Buyers logging into Vuulr have access to a catalogue
aggregated from 4,600 sellers, from over 130 countries in the world, representing more than 15,000 ti-
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tles, and 100,000 hours of programming ready to buy
and ready to air.
We set out with a strategy from day one to be global,
and to be the biggest (since size equates to choice and
choice is valuable for buyers) so we have invested a
lot in making the platform intuitive and easy to use so
that buyers can quickly zoom into the content they are
looking for and go through the buying journey. This
is also an outcome of our business model, in that we
dont make money unless our Sellers are making money so we are very motivated to make sure we have the
right buyers and the buying journey is as simple and
effective as it can be!”
Inside TV: And what is the segmentation per genre?
“We carry all genres of content on the platform and it
is interesting to see what has been selling - from the
chart you will see that it is not just the mainstream
types of content that sells. The 80:20 rule does not
apply to genre on Vuulr, it takes a much more diverse
top 50% of the genre on Vuulr to account for 80% of the
sales. Which is great news for those content makers
who make interesting unusual content that appeals to
specific segments rather than mainstream.”
Inside TV: Is Vuulr especially interesting for sellers/
buyers of ready made content? Or is there also an
offer for format rights (scripted & unscripted)?
“We originally launched Vuulr for finished, released
content but quickly realized that there was opportunity to help pre-sell rights for “almost finished ‘’ content i.e. content that was in post production and which
would soon be ready to ship, so we added the option
for people to list titles with an unreleased status. Our
guideline is that it needs to be in post production in
order to be eligible to list.
We are also now looking at Formats and Remake rights
and intend to add these to Vuulr in the near future.”
Inside TV: What information can a buyer search for?
How can they search for specific content?
“We use some sophisticated tech behind the scenes
to make Vuulr powerful. quick and easy to use. On the
Discovery page a Buyer can use the Text search box
to search based on Cast and Crew eg Bruce Willis,
Awards (eg Sundance), or a concept eg betrayal.
Vuulr also provides filters that buyers can use to tell
the system the shortlist they want to see, they can filter
based on Type (eg Film, TV Series, TV Specials, Web
Series, Shorts etc), Release Year, Genre, Run Time,
Language, Country of Origin and also by specific Seller.
As the buyer types or clicks, the system will instantly
refresh the display page so they can see the results
making it easy and extremely fast to use.”
Inside TV: How visible are the small sellers within the
big offer from the distributors?
“All titles on the platform have equal visibility, whether
made by a first time indie content maker or by a billion
dollar studio. A title’s performance on Vuulr depends
only on the quality and appeal of the title, it is a true

meritocracy from that perspective.”
Inside TV: How can sellers promote their products?
“We offer a few options designed to meet the needs of
different sizes of Sellers.
Small Sellers will be able to take advantage of their
own branded Screening Rooms, each with a dedicated URL containing their name, which they can brand
with their logo and a description of their company and
which showcases their top titles. Small to medium size
sellers will be able to market the link to this screening room knowing that from there the Buyer can easily
continue on to check avails and submit an offer for a
rights package to the Seller in a single smooth journey.
Sellers with larger catalogues, for example distributors,
or bigger studios and production houses can opt to add
the Vuulr platform technology as a Content Sales Platform, skinned in their own colours and with their own
logo to their website. Showcasing only their content,
the Content Sales Platform running from Vuulr’s servers on AWS adds all the Vuulr functionality to their website quickly, easily and cost effectively. In this business
model the Seller simply pays a low monthly subscription and for all transactions where Sellers’ buyers buy
their content are commission free.
As an optional addition, Sellers can retain Vuulr’s digital marketing team to design and implement digital
marketing campaigns to drive acquisition of new buyers and sales.”
Inside TV: Is there an intention to work – as with Netflix users – with algorithms which show specific buyers like minded content based on their viewed and
searched subjects?
“Vuulr does intend to add intelligence to the platform
as the data to enable it becomes available. Areas we
are doing R&D on is on Content Strategy and Recommendation, Pricing advisory, Audience prediction but
all of these are hard problems to solve and rely on data
that is not yet readily available, so I would say they will
not be available in the short term future.
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What we are looking at in the short term, is for ways
to enable people who have decades of experience in
the industry to engage and to offer that experience via
the platform - I see an huge opportunity for digitally
enabling people with this experience to have a ability
to value add in the Vuulr ecosystem.”
Inside TV: Is there an opportunity for buyers to use a
system of reviews and giving points/stars to content
within a sort of social platform?
“We dont see content as having a single dimension
that could be captured by a 5 star ranking system, our
industry is more complex and nuanced than this. Rather we see content as having an ‘affinity’ score which
rates the likelihood it will appeal to that buyer based
on what the buyer has been looking at and acquiring.
This is more complex to build but ultimately much
more useful.”
Inside TV: How do you see the development in the distribution market?
“Firstly we should say that we feel hugely optimistic
about the industry. There has never been a better time
to be in the business of making great content. The explosion in demand by audiences means there is more
money in the industry than ever before and broadcasters and streamers are engaged in a fierce fight for audience growth where excellence in content acquisition
is the only sustainable long term competitive weapon.
This growth is happening in parallel with deep structural changes happening in the industry that mean that
as an industry we need to pivot to digital and ‘re-tool’.
Diversification of audiences tastes mean that acquisition teams need to look further afield than their ‘backyard’. Now more than ever it is true that great stories
come from anywhere and can travel everywhere.
The explosion of options for audiences means that audiences have fragmented and so correspondingly individual deal sizes have come down.
Windowing collapsing; Rights type and geographic windowing is less and less sustainable and so the
industry is moving away from trying to do a few high
ticket exclusive deals instead doing many more non-exclusive deals.
There is also a pricing model change driven by the data
available to streaming platforms who know who has
watched what and for how long and are using this to
data to negotiate based on content performance.
And with the globalisation; sellers now need to successfully monetise secondary markets to capture the
50% of revenue currently being left on the table by only
focusing on core markets.
Agility; with entertainment now being an internet delivered product, where your audience is one click away
from whatever else is competing for attention, the
industry needs to learn to move at ‘internet business
speed’ and think & act in days or weeks - rather than
the months and years our industry has been used to
moving at.
Whilst high budget front catalogue title deals with the
handful of major global buyers will always be a face to
face and relationship driven activity - digital is the answer for everything else. Much like the software play-

ers like Microsoft, IBM, Oracle etc have evolved to
have a channel strategy of account managers for key
clients and digital fulfillment for everything else, so we
believe will the successful content businesses of the
future.”
Inside TV: Will services such as Vuulr be the end of
market events such as MIP?   Or will those services
become part of such markets in the future?
“Market events like MIP/AFM etc serve many functions,
some like relationship building, knowledge sharing, industry networking will always be best accomplished
face to face and in person and will be an increasingly
important role for these events. But content search,
evaluation and transacting is more efficiently done digitally and these aspects of a trade show will move “to
the cloud”.”
Inside TV: What are the new developments set for
Vuulr the coming months/years?
“We have a huge roadmap of features and functionality we will be adding to the platform, but they can be
summarised as development in 3 respects: Expanding
the types of transactions supported - such as adding
formats and Remake rights; Going from Discovery to
Delivery and Payment so that Buyer and Seller can do
a deal, make payment and effect delivery in 14 days;
and Building more intelligence into the platform in the
form of tools for buyers and sellers to use.”
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